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Drawing on the traditions of oral history and general interpretivist qualitative 
research, this study sought to understand how current work-based education experiences 
inform contemporary students’ attitudes about and success in high school.  First, I 
collected data about the history of work-based learning in North Carolina from experts 
and professionals in the Career and Technical Education (CTE) field using oral history 
methods.  In addition, I used general interpretivist qualitative research methods in seeking 
answers about how today’s students experience CTE, how those experiences impact 
students’ attitudes about post-secondary plans, and how these results varied based on the 
race, ethnicity, and gender of the participants.  Data for the study of contemporary 
students were drawn from interviews, focus groups, and workplace observations of 
twenty public high school students participating in a form of formal work-based learning 
called Career and Technical Education (CTE) Internships.  I analyzed the data by 
applying a priori codes (developed from a theoretical framework guiding this study) and 
open codes in order to identify emergent themes.  
 The results of the oral history research showed that work-based learning programs 
have continued to evolve over time, but that trends in the 1990s and early 2000s show 
movement away from proven programs.  More recent efforts advocate a return to formal 
work-based learning structures (such as internships and apprenticeships) that provide 
more opportunity for secondary student participation.  The results of research with 
current student participants showed that they felt the CTE Internship generally impacted 
their high school experiences in a positive way.  They stated it was productive, 
contributed to a sense of empowerment, prepared them for real world experiences, helped 
develop unique relationships, and allowed them to develop a sense of responsibility.  
Contrastingly, a few participants expressed reservations about the value of the 
experience, and addressed the difficulties of balancing the demands of work and 
academics.  Also, some students identified negative pressures and expectations associated 
with gender and race while participating in the internships.  The positive trends reported 
by the participants were consistent with the perspectives of those who were interviewed 
for the oral history of work-based education in our state.   
This study has practical implications for the design of work-based learning in the 
public school district in which the study was conducted.  While most of the participants 
praised the CTE Internship as a positive one, there were some who did not feel this way.  
In fact, there were two who openly expressed the sentiment that the experience was 
simply an easy way to earn a high grade and boost their grade point average.  Four others 
cited negative experiences related to gender inequality and racism while participating in 
the program.  These results indicate that several important structures need to be 
considered when administering this program: (a) Student participation must be voluntary.  
The CTE Internship should remain an elective offering to students and not be tied to any 
requirements for the completion of high school.  It should also not be used as a 
requirement to incentivize or exclude participation in any academic tracks or pathways of 
studies; (b) Faculty advisors should carefully and regularly monitor students while they 
participate in the program.  Faculty members should be particularly aware of students’ 
vulnerabilities related to race, ethnicity and gender in the work-place setting; and (c) 
Program administrators should carefully monitor all aspects of the program, specifically 
the supervisory roles of faculty and work place supervisors, in order to maintain program 
integrity and to promote positive outcomes. 
Future research into work-based education should explore how these same 
questions apply to other models of work-based learning, including comparisons to 
shorter-term experiences like job-shadowing, and longer-term experiences like 
apprenticeships.  Additional consideration should be given to how the socio-economic 
status of students factor into participation and outcomes in these same experiences. 
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CHAPTER I 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Work is a great experience for our students, but connecting school to work is a 
life-changing experience. 
 
~ Dr. June Atkinson, Former State Superintendent NC Public Schools 
 
My professional background and experiences in public education have largely 
existed in the domain of secondary education.  During this time, I have endeavored to 
support and prepare high school students for opportunities beyond graduation.  Engaging 
students at this level can be challenging; often times they fail to understand the purpose 
or relevance of their studies, and subsequently miss a critical window of opportunity in 
their lives.  One specific area that I find particularly promising at overcoming this 
challenge is in Career and Technical Education (CTE).  CTE is a separate area of 
curricula offered in secondary school that focuses on different program areas related to 
sectors within our economy.  Students can choose from a variety of elective courses, co-
curricular clubs, and work-based learning experiences.  The eight fields of study in North 
Carolina are: Agriculture Education; Family and Consumer Sciences; Health Sciences; 
Career Development; Business, Finance and Information Technology; Marketing and 
Entrepreneurship; Technology, Engineering and Design; and Trade and Industrial 
Education (North Carolina Department of Public Instruction [NCDPI], n.d.d).   
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For many, CTE still has a stigma that was earned in the middle and latter part of 
the 20th century as a course of study for those who would not attend college (Gordon, 
2014).  In fact, CTE or ‘Vocational Education’ had previously been identified as a 
contributor to tracking students into courses of study that “seem to be related to the racial 
and ethnic makeup of a school’s population” (Oakes, 1985, p. 159).  In some cases, this 
may have resulted in two separate tracks: a more rigorous academic track leading toward 
opportunities for higher education for White students, and a less rigorous vocational 
course of study that steered students of color toward blue-collar or low-skill jobs. 
Much has changed in recent years with the curricula offerings and way that 
students now choose their high school courses.  Today in North Carolina, all CTE courses 
are considered ‘electives’ and many of these courses are highly advanced and offer 
honors and AP weighting in students’ grade point averages.  Some examples of these 
types of courses include Biomedical Engineering, Game Art Design, Electronics, 
Business Law, Soil Sciences, Computer Programing, and Animal Sciences.  Currently, 
there are 214 total course offerings in the state’s curriculum (NCDPI, n.d.d).  As a 
district-level administrator of secondary and CTE programs, I find that today’s modern 
and vast CTE curricula, hands-on learning activities, and co-curricular opportunities are a 
motivating force for many students and a practical complement to their core content 
studies.  Additionally, CTE provides avenues for students to explore the world of work, 
which can be a very different experience from the traditional high school setting, even for 
those on a university or college track.  Regardless of whether students decide to enter the 
workforce immediately after graduation, pursue a technical or college degree, or join the 
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military, secondary students need opportunities to experience and experiment with what 
awaits beyond graduation day. 
Problem Statement 
Although the specific characteristics of work-based study have been established, 
research related to outcomes and experiences of work-based experiences for secondary 
students is minimal.  This absence of research is particularly true when searching for the 
nuanced factors regarding work-based experiences that contribute to students’ attitudes 
and experiences in secondary school, and the impact these experiences have on students’ 
successful completion of high school, as well as their plans beyond.  However, there are 
studies that suggest a general positive correlation between students participating in CTE 
coursework and their career plans (Richard, Walter, & Yoder, 2013). 
Internships, apprenticeships, and cooperative work-based experiences have 
existed for more than a century and are historically the hallmark of vocational education 
programs in the United States for skilled and semi-skilled trades (Gordon, 2014).  These 
activities play important roles in educational systems throughout the world.  Many 
successful European and Asian educational ministries are benchmarked for the ways in 
which they incorporate formal work-based experiences into the requirements for 
matriculation through secondary education (Hoffman, 2011).  In fact, “compared to 12 
other countries, students in the United States spend the least amount of time learning in a 
work setting. Furthermore, WBL opportunities for American students are not available to 
all who want them, and they vary widely in quality. Schools [in the United States] do not 
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have systematized connections with employers, nor do employers see it in their self-
interest to provide work-based learning” (Alfeld, Charner, Johnson, & Watts, 2013, p. 3). 
Program areas in Career and Technical Education in the United States continue to 
evolve and expand.  CTE is currently one of the few areas where educational funding in 
our state has increased in the past several years (Advance CTE, 2016).  State and federal 
funding and grant allocations for CTE across the nation have increased marginally over 
the past five years, despite the recent climate of shrinking resources (Association for 
Career and Technical Education [ACTE], 2015).  While the CTE curriculum is expanding 
and modernizing, there are still many pressures embedded in educational policy that 
prevent the integration of practical skill development into the regular school day.   
Real world experiences and meaningful curriculum projects are often obsolete 
because their format does not support the test regimen mandated by their school 
districts.  As a result, any request to deviate from a script that is focused on skill 
and drill strategies is often met with resistance from the administration. (Ponder, 
Veld, & Lewis-Ferrell, 2011, p. 46) 
  
Furthermore, research suggests that the common refrain heard from students 
about their struggle to make connections between school and “real world” applications 
may help in closing the achievement and skills gap (Gordon, 2014).  As Doolittle and 
Camp (1999) noted, 
If the building of knowledge is to enhance one’s adaptation and functioning, then 
the knowledge attained (i.e., content and skills) must be relevant to the 
individual’s current situation, understanding, and goal.  This relevancy is likely to 
lead to an increase in motivation, as the individual comes to understand the need 
for certain knowledge.  Ultimately, experience with relevant tasks will provide the 
individual with the mental processes, social information, and personal experiences 
necessary for enhanced functioning within one’s practical environment. (p. 4) 
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Traditional public education at the secondary level has tended to rely on 
instruction delivered in a classroom setting that focuses mostly on procedure. 
“Unfortunately, it is too often the case that the learners do not accept the goal of the 
instructional program, but rather simply focus on passing the test or putting in their time” 
(Savery & Duffy, 1995, p. 4).  Secondary schools also currently operate on a daily 
schedule that addresses content areas or disciplines in isolated subject areas during 
separate class periods.  The primary emphasis of these courses is on acquiring content 
knowledge, as evidenced by the types of standardized summative assessments that are 
administered to our students (Jensen, McDaniel, Woodard, & Kummer, 2014).  While 
project-based and problem-based learning are increasingly encouraged, much of what 
high school students do in school still very much exists inside the school building.  
Providing more work-based learning experiences could provide students an opportunity 
to participate in a non-traditional learning experience in a very authentic setting.  This in 
turn, could help balance the types of activities secondary students participate in, allowing 
for more engaging and effective ways to support what is being taught in the regular 
classroom.  All of this could ultimately lead to a more well-rounded and successful 
student, who “can integrate a variety of skills and competencies that will be demanded in 
the high performance workplace of tomorrow” (Gordon, 2014, p. 290). 
Consider the following vignette that provides a research and practitioner-informed 
portrait of what could lie ahead for secondary students.  While fictional, it portrays a 
scenario centrally related to this topic and illustrates how traditional instruction could be 
linked to work-based learning: 
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The year is 2023.  Brodie, a 17-year-old boy living in rural North Carolina, rises 
to start another school day.  He showers, grabs some breakfast and leaves his home, 
telling his automated vehicle to carry him to his local high school in the nearby small 
town.  He arrives in the parking lot of his high school, and greets some friends as they 
make their way toward the entrance to the school.  However, instead of heading inside to 
classrooms, he hops on a waiting shuttle mini-bus, which takes him and about twenty-five 
other students on a short drive to their first actual instructional activities of the day.  The 
bus covers about 14 miles in its 30-minute route, stopping at five different locations to 
drop off the students.  The first stop, a multinational company headquartered in Israel, is 
a facility that produces synthetic nonwoven fabrics for baby diapers and hygiene 
products.  Three students get off the bus there.  One of them heads to the Human 
Resources department, one to Quality Control, and another to the Logistics offices.  The 
second stop is the regional medical and hospital facility where five students disembark.  
Four head to the main nurses’ station, and one heads to the laboratory facility.  Next 
stop: the school district’s Information Technology main offices and infrastructure 
facilities.  Two students get off the bus there and head into the main server room to meet 
their supervisor.  Following that stop, the bus then pulls into the parking lot of a 1.5 
million square-foot factory that produces a variety of cosmetic and beauty products for 
markets across the globe.  Seven students file off the bus there and head into the 
production area where their teams of co-workers await.  Finally, it’s Brodie’s turn, and 
he bounds off the bus where he will spend the first half of his school day in an advanced 
manufacturing facility.  The modern factory where he is assigned produces components 
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for automatic transmissions for a Korean automobile manufacturer.  His classroom most 
mornings is actually an assembly line, where he will join a production team comprised of 
an engineer, two technicians, and a mechanic.  Together, they monitor the sophisticated 
robotic equipment that will precisely measure, cut, and mill pieces in the automated 
assembly process of spindles, bearings and gears.  During his three-hour shift, Brodie 
works closely with the other full-time employees who coach him on how to monitor the 
performance of the computerized robotic equipment that is doing all of the work.  He 
helps run diagnostics on the complex machinery and when necessary, helps the 
technicians and mechanics make adjustments or repairs to the multi-million-dollar 
machines. 
The bus arrives shortly before mid-day on its reverse route, and takes Brodie and 
his classmates back to school.  After a morning of work-based learning activities, it’s 
time to return to the traditional school environment, where they then head into the 
cafeteria to grab some lunch before the last three classes of the day.  This semester, 
Brodie is taking English IV, Calculus and an elective CTE course called 
“Engineering/Robotics Design.”  If everything goes as planned, Brodie will only have 
one more year before he finishes high school.  Once that happens, he will have completed 
his high school diploma, an industry certificate in Mechatronics, and log over 500 hours 
of on-the-job training.  He might take a job as a technician or mechanic in one of the 
local advanced manufacturing facilities where starting wages are near $30 an hour, or 
he might decide to enroll at either the local Community College Mechatronics program, 
or at his State University in the School of Engineering and Robotics, where a variety of 
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scholarships and fellowships await in both fields of study.  His other classmates in high 
school who participate in the hybrid work/study program also face similar prospects; 
local employers are eager to hire and continue grooming young employees who have 
already proven their skills, and possess a desire to work in specific high skill sectors of 
the economy.  When asked about the experience, Brodie explains, “I finally feel like the 
stuff I’m learning in school is helping me for something real in life.  I like learning about 
what work is like.  I might not be in the robotics field forever, but at least now I know 
what it is like in the real world before I leave high school.” 
This future scenario reveals the possibilities that exist in how we might re-
structure the secondary learning experiences for students.  While in some ways this 
approach may seem innovative or unconventional, examination of the historical 
development of work-based learning and current day student experiences could provide 
insight into practical and effective models to consider.  
Research Questions 
The purpose of this study is to explore the historical development of CTE in 
North Carolina and how CTE work-based experiences impact today’s secondary 
students’ attitudes and plans.  Specifically, it seeks to understand students’ attitudes 
about, success during, and plans following participation in work-based experiences.   
This research study seeks to answer the following questions: 
1. How do today’s student work-based experiences and practices relate to the 
historical progression and development of CTE in North Carolina? 
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2. How do work-based experiences inform student attitudes about and success in 
high school? 
3. How do work-based experiences affect students’ post-secondary plans? 
4. How are student’s attitudes informed by their gender, race, and ethnicity? 
Throughout this study, I attempted to establish alignment and congruency with 
my research questions, the conceptual framework, the interview protocols, and the way in 
which the findings, discussion and conclusion are framed.  The research questions 
themselves were developed based on my thoughts and curiosities established during my 
review of related research, and my prior knowledge of this particular field of education. 
Overview of Research Methods 
In undertaking this research, I first conducted oral history interviews with nine 
expert practitioners in the field of CTE to learn more about the history and practices of 
work-based learning in the public school system in North Carolina.  This information 
provided a rich context in which to better understand the current day students’ voices.  
The interviews were conducted over several months and varied in length and frequency.  
Each of the individuals who were interviewed had extensive experience serving in 
leadership roles at varying levels of the state’s public school system.   
Following the oral history interviews, I then employed a qualitative general 
interpretivist approach to gather data from students who were currently participating in 
work-based learning experiences.  Using a semi-structured protocol, I interviewed 20 
public high school students participating in CTE internships in order to understand the 
impact of participants’ reported experiences as they related to their attitudes about high 
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school and their post-secondary plans.  In addition to individual interviews with each of 
the twenty participants, I conducted two follow-up focus groups with a sub-group of the 
participants, and then observed four of these students in their work place setting.   
The experience of completing work-based education is not common to many 
students as they progress through high school.  For those students who do have the 
opportunity or inclination to participate, I wanted to understand the way it informs their 
thoughts and perceptions about high school, and how it impacts the formation of their 
plans beyond graduation.  
Key Concepts and Terminology 
I will explore several key concepts and terms related to this topic in this study.  In 
this section, I define and explain these central elements of my research. 
During its history, Career and Technical Education (CTE) has been previously 
referred to under different names, first as Vocational Education, and then as Workforce 
Development.  CTE programs today are now state and federally funded and must follow 
specific sets of curriculum and program guidelines, most notably set forth in what is 
known as the Perkins Act (ACTE, n.d.).  First enacted in 1984, the Perkins Act is the 
federal law at the heart of CTE, and provides basic CTE funding in K-12 public 
education in the U.S. (Meeder, 2008).  While offered statewide, CTE programs are 
implemented in varying degrees in middle and high schools in our public education 
system in North Carolina.  In most cases, the breadth and scope of these programs vary 
based on the local workforce needs, the size of the school district, and the pool of skilled 
teachers available in each program area. 
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Voc-Ed, or Vocational Education, is additional terminology that is sometimes 
used interchangeably with CTE.  In North Carolina, it was used as the proper name to 
reference the program of study for preparing students for a specific trade, craft or 
profession.  It was replaced with the title CTE in the 1990s (Winborne, 2015).  Voc-Ed is 
also sometimes used as a program that was “stigmatized as a high school track for 
students with low levels of academic achievement, special needs, or behavioral 
problems” (Gordon, 2014, p. 207). 
A CTE Work-Based Experience (WBE) is any planned, formal assignment of a 
high school student to work in a business or industry setting.  A high school faculty 
member and a work-place supervisor must supervise this assignment.  It must also occur 
for a significant duration of time; it typically lasts at least 135 contact hours (the standard 
contact hours for a Carnegie unit of credit).  The experience can be paid or unpaid, and 
the student may or may not receive high school or community college credit.  Work-
based experiences may sometimes be referenced by terms such as internships, 
apprenticeships, or cooperative work experiences.  In North Carolina, the CTE curricula 
are divided into eight separate ‘program areas’ of study, each of which align with 
particular segments of the economy or skills needed in our workforce.  (Agriculture, 
Family and Consumer Sciences, Health Sciences, Career Development, Business and 
Information Technology, Marketing and Entrepreneurship, Technology Education, and 
Trade and Industry).  Teacher licensure, individual courses, co-curricular clubs, and the 
WBE’s are then categorized under each of these eight separate curricular program 
headings (NCDPI, n.d.b). 
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A CTE Internship is a high school elective course that exists as part of the North 
Carolina Department of Public Instruction curriculum offerings.  Any public high school 
may offer this course as an elective.  The official course description that appears in the 
state curriculum bulletin is as follows: 
 
A CTE Internship allows for additional development of career and technical 
competencies within a general career field. Internships allow students to observe 
and participate in daily operations, develop direct contact with job personnel, ask 
questions about particular careers, and perform certain job tasks. This activity is 
exploratory and allows the student to get hands-on experience in a number of 
related activities. The teacher, student, and the business community jointly plan 
the organization, implementation, and evaluation of an internship, regardless of 
whether it is an unpaid or paid internship. (NCDPI, 2014, p. 49) 
 
There are neither prerequisites for enrolling in this course, nor is there a 
requirement that students obtain work in a particular field or sector of work.  Students 
work with the faculty advisor, their parents, and employer to establish a suitable location 
to complete the internship.  In order to receive credit for the course, students must 
complete a minimum of 135 documented hours of work, and satisfactorily complete the 
requirements as established in a locally-developed grading rubric.  The internship 
experience is an entry-level work-based experience, and is different in other formal 
arrangements where students take coursework in preparation for the work experience.  
An example that helps distinguish this is the clinical work requirement for students 
participating in a Certified Nursing Assistant program. 
Success in High School is a phrase participants used to describe a student’s 
positive experience of completing high school in four years, and graduating with a 
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specific plan for their next steps in life, either by working in a skilled job, two or four-
year degree program, or military (Adelman, 2006). 
Summary and Chapter Preview 
 Career and Technical Education has an interesting history in our public education 
system.  The dynamics in determining how to prepare secondary students continues to 
evolve.  Previous tensions between academic and ‘Voc-Ed’ pathways have not 
completely disappeared.  The primary goal of CTE has been to improve the skills of 
students entering the workforce and to increase the economic opportunities for them 
during their working lifetime (Gordon, 2014).  However, this may not always have been 
the case for all students.  Some have argued that early models of this program have had 
the opposite effect.  “Clearly vocational education along with academic tracking plays a 
part in restricting the access minority students have to future opportunities” (Oakes, 1985, 
p. 170).  In the past 30 years, significant changes have been made to CTE curricula and 
program design.  Current models of CTE focus on a more inclusive shift toward 
preparing students for both careers and post-secondary education.  “Defining career and 
technical education as preparation for both college and careers would eliminate the 
necessity for students to choose one or the other.  It would also give schools no reason to 
separate students into college-bound and non-college-bound categories” (Gordon, 2014, 
p. 24).   
 Incorporating work-based education experiences into a secondary student’s menu 
of experiences could be an effective supplement to the effort to blend these two realms.  
Getting a taste of employment while in high school could help students bridge thoughts 
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and attitudes about their future plans related to post-secondary education and their 
careers.  In the second chapter I will identify how prior research in this area has 
contributed to these notions, and where areas still remain to explore.  I will also describe 
the conceptual framework that I developed to guide my research.  In Chapter III, I discuss 
the methodology employed in this study to gather data regarding both the historical 
context of CTE and WBE and the current experiences of high school students 
participating in these programs.  I present findings concerning the history of CTE in 
North Carolina in Chapter IV and I present the findings regarding current high school 
students in Chapter V.  In Chapter VI, I discuss the implications of all of these findings 
accompanied with the possibilities for future research.  
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CHAPTER II 
 
REVIEW OF RELATED RESEARCH 
 
Introduction 
The purpose of my research was to understand how work-based education 
experiences inform student attitudes about and success in high school.  It also sought 
answers about how these experiences impacted students’ attitudes about post-secondary 
plans and how these results varied based on the race, ethnicity, and gender of the 
participants.  In this chapter I review the literature relevant to these research questions 
and identify current trends and issues in research focusing on Career and Technical 
Education (CTE) and the occurrence of work-based learning practices.  I also describe the 
conceptual framework that I developed to guide my research. 
Career and Technical Education research exists dating back to the 1970s (Gordon, 
2014).  Earlier research referred to its former moniker of Vocational Education, 
particularly prior to the 1990s.  Recent topics of research for CTE vary considerably, 
(Gordon, 2014) and often concern program design and effectiveness, teacher preparation, 
student performance, and connections between schools and the workplace.  Research also 
varies widely in scope; it is represented by small, focused qualitative studies at a local 
level, or broad quantitative studies on a state or national level.  Related research has 
emerged from countries around the world, including educational programs in the 
Netherlands, Nigeria, Taiwan, Singapore, and Germany (Ryan, 1991).  However, 
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research before the 1990s is quite sparse.  Castellano, Stringfield and Stone (2003) took 
note of the lack of earlier research.  Specifically, they stated,  
It is ironic that at the very time that national policy is calling for a more integrated 
and outward looking version of CTE, there have been few scholarly attempts to 
build bridges from CTE to research on academic components of U.S. schooling.  
(Castellano et al., 2003, p. 8) 
 
In this review, I discuss five main themes or areas of research that establish 
context and support my own research: 
1. Program structure and participation data; 
2. CTE and Constructivism; 
3. CTE and Student Impact; 
4. Post-High School Destinations; 
5. Concerns with Tracking and Vocational Education 
Program Structure and Participation Data 
CTE is an evolving field of education.  Ultimately, it developed during the 19th 
and 20th centuries, with some characteristics related to European models of education.  
These connections stem from teachings and philosophies developed by Jean-Jacques 
Rousseau (1712-1778) and Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi (1746-1827).  Both of these 
individuals were proponents of the concept of ‘manual training’, which they believed 
would contribute to social and individual improvements (Gordon, 2014).  In the earlier 
part of the 20th century, the skilled trades had an extensive system of apprenticeships that 
were practically a formal form of education.  In the mid 1990s, public education began 
offering vocational education courses.  Federal and state legislation also encouraged and 
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developed the innovations that have ultimately led the existence of modern CTE 
programs. 
Over the past several generations, student participation in CTE has evolved in 
many ways.  Certain patterns and trends can be seen, which reflect both program design, 
and societal norms.  Overall, trend data indicates that secondary student participation in 
CTE courses has been polarized into particular traditionally male or female career areas. 
(Gordon, 2014).  Agricultural Education and Home Economics were the progenitors of 
modern CTE, and had clearly defined roles for males and females, which matched the 
societal structures of the early 20th century.  As public education evolved, the curricula 
expanded and became more inclusive.  However, this inclusivity has not reached every 
program area or employment sector.  There are still traditional areas of the economy that 
are dominated by certain genders, and the CTE curriculum tends to mirror society in this 
fashion (Gordon, 2014).  For example, males dominate the majority of careers in the 
areas of trades and industry (construction, welding, automotive technologies, etc.), while 
the majority of students in the health sector are female (nursing, lab techs, etc.).  These 
gender concentrations also exist in the secondary schooling areas of CTE (Gordon, 2014). 
Certain program areas in CTE also tend to segregate based on race and ethnicity 
as well.  African American and Hispanic student enrollments concentrate more in the 
areas of Trade and Industry as well as Family and Consumer Sciences, while White 
student enrollment dominates the areas of Agriculture Education and Technology 
Education.  Participation data over the past five years indicates this racial and ethnic 
polarization is lessening, but it is still pronounced (NCDPI, n.d.d). 
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Overall student participation in CTE course work is expanding, and the overall 
distribution of participation by ethnicity and gender is trending toward a balance closer to 
the actual population (see Table 1). 
 
Table 1 
Student Participation in North Carolina Five-year Trend 
Demographic 2009–2010 2010–2011 2011–2012 2012–2013 2013–2014 
White 274,830 270,714 262,197 268,252 296,738 
Black 149,492 141,844 134,478 132,957 153,049 
Hispanic 38,694 45,485 47,206 51,619 72,135 
Male 258,259 257,741 251,895 258,823 287,607 
Female 233,943 231,687 224,287 227,825 275,104 
Total* 492,202 489,428 486,648 486,648 562,711 
(NCDPI, n.d.c) 
* Unduplicated 
 
CTE and Constructivism 
Constructivism acknowledges the learner’s active role in the personal creation of 
knowledge, the importance of experience (both individual and social) in this knowledge 
creation process, and the realization that the knowledge created will vary in its degree of 
validity as an accurate representation of reality (Doolittle & Camp, 1999).  
Constructivism is in fact a continuum of learning theory, and a great deal of literature has 
been published about this topic, as it relates to epistemology, psychology, philosophy and 
sociology.   
Generally speaking, constructivism argues that we are not born with our 
“‘cognitive data banks’ already pre-stocked with empirical knowledge” (Phillips, 1995, p. 
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5).  And similarly, we also do not absorb or acquire neat packages of pre-existing 
knowledge by some process of data upload.  Instead, knowledge comes to us through our 
active participation and interaction with one another and the world around us.  
Knowledge, then, is “constructed.”  Since this is seemingly the case, why then do we 
continue to promote educational frameworks that do not promote such active 
participation and interaction?  Instead, we seem to rely on a model that favors the idea of 
spoon-feeding chunks of memorized facts and algorithms as the means for learning.  
A number of authors have provided broad guidelines for the inclusion of 
constructivist perspectives in career education (Brown, 2006; Doolittle & Camp, 1999).  
The key difference in the application of constructivism to career education as opposed to 
career counseling is in the nature of learning, teaching, and assessment.  Within a 
constructivist approach “active learning and engagement in authentic activities takes 
place in the social culture of practice” (Brown, 2006, p. 11).  
In addition to these principles, Doolittle and Camp (1999) emphasize the 
importance of relevance to the learner’s prior knowledge and present status of content 
and skills; the importance of formative assessment for the purpose of guiding future 
learning experiences and of learning outcomes focus on real world competencies; the role 
of the teacher as guide and facilitator of learning; and the importance of a curricula and 
pedagogy which encourages multiple perspectives and representations of learning 
material.  This type of approach is consistent with the hands-on, authentic learning 
activities associated with CTE (Patton, 2005). 
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Hands-on learning is further evidenced in work-based learning activities, where 
rote memorization and the accumulation of content knowledge play a much smaller role.  
Instead, gathering experiential knowledge is the main task.  Jong, Jan, Wierstra, and 
Hermanussen (2006) noted that this can be done by:  
 
(1) Learning by doing (surrender to experience), 
(2) Guided learning (following instructions and assignments), and 
(3) Reflective learning (experimenting and making sense of experience). (p. 167) 
 
While the concept of CTE still triggers unfavorable images in the minds of many people 
(Oakes, 2008), the coursework and related opportunities are a possible antidote to the 
uninspiring traditional lecture-style instruction offered in most of our secondary schools 
(Gordon, 2014).  These courses are typically offered under the headings of individual 
program areas or topics of curricular focus based on sectors of the economy (including 
Agriculture Education; Business Information and Technology Education; Career 
Development; Family and Consumer Sciences Education; Health Science Education; 
Marketing and Entrepreneurship Education; Technology Engineering and Design 
Education; and, Trade and Industrial Education).  In addition, each program area has its 
own national Career and Technical Student Organization (CTSO).  These organizations 
provide additional opportunities and experiences for students to compete, create and 
experience outside of the classroom (Gordon, 2014). 
The subdivision of specialized program areas and CTSO’s are important because 
it allows the active learning experiences consistent with a constructivist approach to be 
targeted and directly related to specific sectors of employment and higher education 
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pathways.  Because the CTE curricula are so carefully mapped into these specific areas, it 
lends itself very well to students being allowed to choose and pursue areas of their own 
interest.  This structure aligns strongly with a constructivist approach. 
The learning environment [in CTE] should reproduce the key aspects of 
communities of practice: authentic activities sequenced in complexity, multiple 
experiences and examples of knowledge application, access to experts, and a 
social context in which learners collaborate on knowledge construction. (Gordon, 
2014, p. 392) 
CTE and Student Impact 
While the educational philosophies and instructional design models of CTE are 
relevant and critical to understanding the evolution of this branch of curricula, I am also 
interested in research that focuses on the impact of CTE and WBE on secondary students.  
As such, in my survey of the literature, I did not find a large number of studies directly 
focused on the impact of work-based experiences on a student’s secondary education.  In 
addition, of the studies found, there appears to be very little conclusive data about the 
relationship between student experiences and their attitudes about high school and their 
plans beyond graduation.   
For several decades, researchers have periodically posed the question of whether 
vocational education, or CTE, has a causal connection to dropping out (e.g., Agodini & 
Deke, 2004; Bishop, 1988; Catterall & Stern, 1986; Combs & Cooley, 1968; Grasso & 
Shea, 1979; Mertens, Seitz, & Cox, 1982; Perlmutter, 1982; Pittman, 1991; Rasinski & 
Pedlow, 1998, as cited in Plank, DeLuca, & Estacion, 2008).  Despite fairly frequent 
attempts to address the issue, a clear and consistent answer has not emerged.  Reviewing 
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30 years of studies, Kulik (1994) concluded that participation in vocational programs 
increases the likelihood that non-college-bound youths will complete high school.  
Specifically, he estimated that any participation in CTE decreased the dropout rate of 
such youths by about 6%.  Despite Kulik’s overall conclusion of a positive effect of 
vocational education on completing high school, some studies have found no such effects 
(Agodini & Deke, 2004; Pittman, 1991; Plank, 2008, as cited in Plank et al., 2008). 
While not directly focusing on dropouts, other studies seem to draw slightly 
similar conclusions about the correlation between CTE programs and generally positive 
effects on student experiences.  The transformation of CTE programs in recent years has 
seen a new “approach that contrasts with the narrow focus of the older model of 
vocational education that often attempted to prepare individuals for specific entry-level 
jobs” (Plank et al., 2008, p. 348).  Instead we now see entire fields of study being offered 
at the secondary level that can lead students on pathways toward technical, associate, and 
even four-year and graduate degrees.  These expanded opportunities could be one of the 
reasons for these correlations. 
Browder (2007) conducted a qualitative study at an area Career Center in 
Missouri.  In the study, she interviewed two different small groups of high school 
students, four students who were taking CTE courses, and four who followed a traditional 
academic track.  The results showed that the students taking CTE courses had a more 
favorable opinion regarding how their studies related to careers.  It also indicated that 
more research needed to be undertaken to confirm these relationships. 
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Another study of a larger group of slightly older participants by a group of 
researchers found that CTE had a positive impact on the transition from high school to 
the workforce.  Forty individuals were interviewed (22 men and 18 women) one year 
after graduating from high school.  The data revealed a general theme that the students 
had a favorable view of CTE as a solid backup plan to formal secondary education plans 
(Packard, Leach, Ruiz, Nelson, & Dicocco, 2012).  Although the study did not 
differentiate participants’ perspectives based on their pathway (employment vs. 
additional education), the implication in the study was that CTE still contributes to 
workforce development in a positive way. 
A team of three researchers from Johns Hopkins University conducted a large 
quantitative study that included 9000 students (Plank et al., 2008).  The team used data 
from the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth 1997 to investigate the association of 
high school dropouts and the high school curriculum.  In particular, this study examined 
how combinations of CTE and core academic courses influence the likelihood of leaving 
school.  It found a curvilinear association with CTE courses and students who were at 
risk for dropping out.  This meant that as the number of CTE courses a student took 
increased so did their prospects for remaining in high school.  However, this effect made 
an impact only up to a point—after a certain number of courses, the effects stopped 
increasing.  Additionally, this relationship only occurred with students who were age 
appropriate for their grade level.  It did not show the same relationship for older students 
who may have been retained during their schooling.  This study indicates that there may 
be some significance to the relationships explored in my research questions.  Even though 
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there was not a measure directly linking to work-based experiences, it seems there is a 
correlation between participating in CTE programs and student outcomes in secondary 
school.   
In another baseline study, Richard, Walter, and Yoder (2013) focused on students 
who had taken capstone, or advanced level CTE courses.  Richard et al. (2013) used data 
collected from surveys and observations to determine relationships between student 
outcomes on standardized testing and participating in capstone courses and cooperative 
workplace experiences.  While ultimately the study team’s findings were inconclusive, I 
found it interesting that they were seeking a relationship between success on standardized 
testing with CTE coursework and work-based learning experiences.  
An additional study focused on developing and reviewing a conceptual 
framework regarding the role of CTE in public education (Rojewski, 2002).  This 
research provided some interesting philosophical perspectives on the value of CTE 
curriculum.  It also discussed the implications for program design, teacher training and 
the ‘clientele’ for whom courses were developed.  It provided a rich contextual 
background on CTE that will supports the research questions that are framed for my 
topic.  It also informs how implications and limitations can be applied to any potential 
findings from research efforts like the one I am proposing.  Rojewski (2002) elaborates 
on the importance of this consideration: 
A conceptual framework contains (a) principles, or “generalizations that state 
preferred practices and serve as guidelines for program and curriculum 
construction, selection of instructional practices, and policy development,” and 
(b) philosophy, which “makes assumptions and speculations about the nature of 
human activity and the nature of the world. . . . Ultimately, philosophy becomes a 
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conceptual framework for synthesis and evaluation because it helps vocational 
educators decide what should be and what should be different. (Rojewski, 2002, 
p. 1) 
Post-High School Destinations 
While related to research concerning the connection among CTE and student 
learning and achievement, the research into students’ post-high school plans and the 
relationship with CTE is unique.  This area of research seeks to find clues into what 
factors influence secondary students to successfully navigate their way toward 
completing high school and making plans for life after high school.  As previously 
mentioned, CTE still carries shadows from a former reputation as a sub-set of high school 
curricula associated with a non-university or less rigorous track for students (Oakes, 
2008).  Additionally, CTE or its previous term Vocational Education or has been 
criticized for its role in tracking minority and economically disadvantaged students.  One 
study explored the relationship between tracking in vocational courses and the specific 
expectations of educators (Lewis & Cheng, 2006).  The researchers interviewed high 
school principals to determine if there was any correlation to this phenomenon.  They 
framed this research in what they saw as the new ‘vocationalism’, or the recent 
transformation of Voc-Ed toward the mainstream curriculum.  The findings from their 
interviews with high school principals confirmed some of the negative perceptions, 
showing that: 
 
Indeed race and socioeconomic status significantly influence both track 
assignment and principals’ expectations in a way that conforms to the principle of 
self-fulfilling prophecy.  The findings did not support the view that ethnic and 
racial minorities are more likely than White students to be placed in the 
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vocational track; however, there was strong evidence of such differentiation with 
respect to the general track. (Lewis & Cheng, 2006, p. 67) 
 
Another more recent study found that indeed African Americans and Latinos 
participated in CTE at a higher rate than their White counterparts, but also found that the 
primary predictor for participation was those individuals whose father had a college 
education (Fletcher & Zirkle, 2009).  However, this same study found “that high school 
curriculum tracking was significantly related to occupational earnings.  In fact, students 
from the CTE track were expected to have higher earnings than their general-track 
counterparts by $3,279” (Fletcher & Zirkle, 2009, p. 100).  This finding suggests that 
while minorities are overrepresented in CTE programs, their participation actually 
improves their earning power in the workplace.  The study also mentioned the occurrence 
of WBEs as a component of the CTE track, and the improved earnings outcomes for the 
participating students.  A Georgetown University study also confirmed the monetary 
benefits of CTE, and not just as a terminal preparation for careers.  Carnevale, Jayasundra 
and Hanson (2012) found that participation in CTE can accelerate and improve high 
school students’ eventual progress toward achieving a bachelor’s degree.  They found 
that “the existence of high school CTE programs of study allows students an essential 
jumpstart and inroads into postsecondary education and training that often lead to middle-
class jobs” (Carnevale et al, 2012, p. 8). 
Concerns with Tracking and Vocational Education 
 In earlier years, Vocational Education (Voc-Ed) often carried with it a stigma of a 
lesser set of curricula, designed for those students who were perceived as either unable, 
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or unwilling to be challenged academically or pursue post-secondary education 
opportunities (Gordon, 2014).  For many, Voc-Ed was an alternate path of study, and was 
a clear track towards blue-collar or a career in the semi-skilled trades.  Unfortunately, for 
years this separate track or path was disproportionately assigned to minorities and 
students of poverty.  In one scholarly work, Jeannie Oakes (1985) described the function 
of Vocational Education as having “been to segregate poor and minority students into 
occupational training programs in order to preserve the academic curriculum for middle- 
and upper-class students” (Oakes, 1985, p. 153).  She went on to criticize the efforts of 
Voc-Ed at that time by saying, “It is likely that these programs do not serve the 
democratic ends most Americans want their schools to achieve” (Oakes, 1985, p. 171). 
 Additional research by Rosenbaum (1976) demonstrated how the structure of 
secondary education actually promoted inequality, and did not allow for students to 
pursue courses of study based on merit.  Other research during this same period 
confirmed some of Rosenbaum and Oakes’s assertions.  One study by Gamoran and Mare 
(1989) examined the effects of academic tracking in secondary schools and considered 
how tracking affected levels of academic achievement and high school graduation rates 
among different social groups.  The authors concluded that “average rates of both 
achievement and graduation would be higher if all students enrolled in the college track, 
but lower if all belonged to the noncollege [Voc-Ed] program (Gamoran & Mare, 1989, 
p. 1177).  Additionally, Gamoran & Mare (1989) reported that non-college programs 
[Voc-Ed] did not do a better job of keeping kids in school, which was a common claim 
made by many supporters of Voc-Ed at that time.   
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 Yet more research addresses this same relationship between minority students and 
Vocational Education, pointing out long-term, deeply entrenched inequities: 
 
A history of being limited to lower-level vocational education programs and 
occupations may explain any lingering overrepresentation in lower-level 
vocational education programs.  However, it is also possible that Blacks may be 
underrepresented in the high-level programs due to continuing racism and 
structural bias. (Arnold & Levesque, 1992, p. 27) 
 
In effect, there was widespread criticism for Vocational Education during this era.  
Instead of creating opportunities for students, some argued that it effectively blocked a 
pathway for many, and usually for those who were at a considerable disadvantage to 
begin with.  Since this time, much has shifted with regard to the choices students can 
make about the courses and curricular pathways available in high school.  The CTE 
curricula have modernized, become more rigorous, and now share the same academic 
profile of honors and AP course weights (NCDPI, n.d.a).  This is due in large part to the 
much-deserved criticism Oakes (1985) and others brought to bear on the Voc-Ed 
instructional model of previous generations.  In fact, in the preface of the more recent 
second edition of her seminal work, Oakes now recognizes that some improvement has 
been made in this regard:   
 
Indeed, the old rigid system of completely separate and explicit academic, general 
and vocational programs, found in a few of the Keeping Track schools, has now 
largely disappeared.  Students enroll in classes subject by subject, rather than in in 
a preset program of courses.  Many high schools have eliminated the dead-end, 
general track, and some now have multiple levels of classes that serve students 
bound for more and less selective types of colleges, allowing schools to claim that 
all of the students are college prep.  (Oakes, 2008, p. x) 
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Additional progress has been made in ‘de-tracking’ Voc-Ed through the Carl D. 
Perkins Vocational and Technical Education Act of 1998 (Perkins Act), which made 
considerable strides in addressing many of the concerns Oakes raised in 1985.  The law 
required that fund allocations be tied to specific performance measures, which included 
“special populations and gender and equity provisions” (Gordon, 2014, p. 170).  In effect, 
the legislation required Voc-Ed programs to begin collecting program data about 
particular populations of students and requiring adjustments where inequalities existed.  
However, these efforts have not alleviated all of the concerns.  One policy brief points 
out that discrepancies exist among states depending on how they choose to set these 
measures.   
Unfortunately these provisions [in Perkins Act] carry little weight on their own.  
In states where there is a wide variation of expectations for students, CTE 
programs can still be aligned to less rigorous academic expectations and meet the 
requirements of the Perkins Act, particularly since there is no clear definition of 
“rigorous and challenging.” (Meeder, 2008, p. 9) 
While it may be true that expectations for students participating in CTE programs 
vary from state to state, district to district, and even perhaps school to school, the Perkins 
Act attempted to establish a floor for equitable access to quality curriculum and 
instruction (Gordon, 2014).  While some of the areas of instruction or work-based 
learning activities in CTE may focus on entry level or low-skill areas, these activities do 
not necessarily predetermine or limit a student’s career objectives.  For example, a 
university-bound high school student may learn valuable skills while working in a fast 
food restaurant, where these workers are generally expected to be able to work 
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collaboratively in teams, manage and resolve conflict, and engage in clear 
communication.  All of these are valuable skills for any student’s future career choice. 
In my review of the existing literature, I found five main themes that provided 
context and guided the structure for my own research.  They are:  program structure and 
participation data; CTE and constructivism; CTE and student impact; post-high school 
destinations; and, concerns with tracking and Vocational Education.  These different 
areas that emerged from my survey of the research helped me establish a lens to view my 
own research.  At the center of this topic are the secondary students.  They participate in 
and gain skills and knowledge through CTE and work-based education programs.  The 
outcomes associated with these experiences are influenced by many factors.  Some of 
these outcomes could be related to external factors, and some of these outcomes could be 
influenced by a student’s own personal characteristics or attitudes. 
Conceptual Framework 
In designing my research, I first established the specific inputs and outputs I 
wanted to consider associated with student participation in work-based learning.  I 
understood that there was substantial variability involved between and among individual 
students, but I also felt there were some commonalities involved for all who engaged in 
these experiences.  As Rojewski (2002) explained,   
Any conceptual framework for career and technical education must be flexible 
enough to allow for differences in secondary or postsecondary programs and 
accommodate changes in the economy and society, but at the same time identify 
underlying assumptions, beliefs, and values that are consistent for all types of 
career and technical programs and are not readily subject to change. (p. 3) 
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Based in part on Rojewski’s definitions as well as my review of the existing 
research, I developed a conceptual framework model (Figure 1) that guided my 
investigation of this topic.  The center of the diagram represents the phenomenon or event 
of participating in a work-based experience, and the student’s movement from left to 
right through these various aspects characterize and define their experiences.  At the top 
and the bottom of the center part of the diagram are the continuums of instructional 
learning experiences.  With a shift from left to right, the students experience a movement 
in levels and specificity of content knowledge.  On the left side of the diagram are a 
series of arrows that represent the basic characteristics, or inputs, of the student.  They 
include elements of identity and past experience, which may inform or contribute to a 
student’s trajectory in life.  As the student participates in the core experience of this 
research (the work-based learning experience) he or she then may experience changes in 
the emotional or social aspects, or outputs, that are then characterized within the arrows 
on the right side of the diagram. 
As stated previously, research discovered in the review of literature on CTE 
impacted the design of this framework (Rojewski, 2002).  The types of instructional 
practices we employ in our secondary schools indeed impact our students.  The question 
that needs to be addressed is how it impacts our students.  The philosophical approach we 
take about the nature of human activity and the world in which we live does matter.  
Therefore, the outcomes from our educational activities should inform the design we 
choose.  For purposes of this study, the framework was used to inform my interpretation 
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of the data, including the way I went about designing the interview protocol, as well as 
determining my a priori and a posteriori coding. 
 
Figure 1. Conceptual Framework for Work-based CTE Experiences. 
 
Conclusion 
 CTE curricula are a substantial component of our current model of secondary 
public education.  There is considerable research that identifies Vocational Education as 
historically contributing to promoting inequalities in public secondary schools.  While 
this history reveals critical inconsistencies and inequities for many students, more recent 
research indicates that CTE is evolving to provide more rigorous and technical 
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opportunities for students that can help them improve their earning potentials (Fletcher & 
Zirkle, 2009).  The research also provides evidence that participation in CTE coursework 
can have a positive impact on how students feel about high school.  Furthermore, 
providing students with WBE under the umbrella of CTE is consistent with the 
constructivist model of learning (Brown, 2006), and there is some confirmation in the 
existing research that WBE contributes to high school students being better prepared for 
their futures: 
Employers today increasingly emphasize that academic and technical skills are 
not the only skills needed by students in order to enter the workplace.  Today’s 
high-performance workplace requires a diversity of general skills, such as 
teamwork, problem solving, positive work attitudes, employability and 
participative skills, as well as critical thinking.  These competencies make up the 
core of the educational programs on which work-based education is founded. 
(Gordon, 2014, p. 290) 
 
Based on the topics revealed in this research review, and the conceptual 
framework that I derived from this review, I was able to prepare my research 
methodology.  The next chapter will describe my research methodology, and the 
processes and methods that were used to collect and organize my data.  
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CHAPTER III 
 
METHODOLOGY 
 
Introduction 
The purpose of this study is to understand how work-based education experiences 
inform student attitudes about and success in high school.  I also sought answers about 
how these experiences impacted students’ attitudes about post-secondary plans and how 
these results varied based on the ethnicity and gender of the participants.  In the previous 
chapter I reviewed five main themes or areas of research that established context and 
support for my research.  They included program structure and participation data; CTE 
and Constructivism; CTE and student impact; Post-high school destinations; and 
concerns with tracking and vocational education.  I also described the conceptual 
framework that I developed to guide my research.  
This chapter reviews the methods I used for my research.  First, I conducted oral 
history interviews with nine expert practitioners in the field of CTE to learn more about 
the history and practices of work-based learning in the public school system in North 
Carolina.  This information provided a rich sense of historical context in order to help 
better understand current day students’ voices.  I then interviewed students participating 
in work-based experiences and examined the impact of these reported experiences as they 
related to their attitudes about high school and their post-secondary plans.  For this aspect 
of my research I employed a qualitative general interpretivist approach.  The experience 
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of completing work-based education is not common to many students as they progress 
through high school.  For those students who do have the opportunity or inclination to 
participate, I wanted to understand the way it informs their thoughts and perceptions 
about high school, and how it impacts the formation of their plans beyond graduation.  
Oral History 
 Oral history is a form of gathering data in qualitative research.  Similar to the 
personal interviews referenced previously, oral history can be described as an 
unstructured interview methodology.  “Oral history was established in 1948 as a modern 
technique for historical documentation when Columbia University historian Allan Nevins 
began recording the memoirs of persons significant in American Life” (Thomson, 1998, 
p. 581).  Typically, oral history methodology is used when there is an absence of well-
documented information, or for populations who may have been marginalized or 
otherwise ignored (Thompson, 1998).  In this case, I chose this method because there was 
neither available documentation of what work-based learning models had been used in 
North Carolina, nor information regarding how work-based learning developed over time.  
I also chose oral history as model for the discussions and conversations with the expert 
practitioners because I wanted an open and unstructured way to learn about the history of 
work-based education in North Carolina.  Being such a broad topic with many different 
aspects and levels of progression, I did not want to limit the gathering of data based on 
specific events, people, or policies.  “It is not enough to say that you are studying a longer 
period of time with oral history; in fact, in some cases this may not even be true.  What is 
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really underlying the strength of the method is that you can study process” (Portelli, 
2009, p. 153). 
I decided to employ this unstructured oral history method in talking with the 
expert practitioners because I did not want to limit the scope nor range of topics and 
information they could share with me about the history of work-based education in North 
Carolina.  I was able to hear about specific accounts and recollections that were 
uncovered by merely following the train of thought of the person I was talking with.  
Having these open-ended conversations, sometimes on multiple occasions with the same 
person, proved to be a very effective way to develop a history of work-based learning in 
North Carolina. 
Oral History Participants 
As a CTE Director in a public school district with seven years of experience, I 
have developed a network of professional relationships with others across the state.  I 
used my contacts in this field to help me identify who would be ideal candidates to 
provide an oral history of this topic.  I sought IRB approval for this separate yet related 
area of research, but was granted an exemption based on the nature of the participants and 
the methodology employed.  Nonetheless I still acquired formal, signed consent from 
each individual. 
After identifying key individuals across the state, I made phone calls and sent 
emails to recruit participants.  After explaining the purpose of the study and providing 
consent forms, I then conducted eight extended oral history interviews with the expert 
practitioners shown in Table 2. 
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Table 2 
Expert Practitioner Participants 
  
Name 
 
Position/Background 
Date(s) Oral 
History Provided 
1 
 
Dr. June Atkinson 
 
Former State Superintendent and 
former CTE Teacher (30+ years of 
experience) 
9/22/15 
 
2 
 
Jo Ann Honeycutt 
 
NCDPI State Director of CTE, former 
CTE Teacher (20+ years of 
experience) 
9/22/15 
 
3 
 
 
Ted Summey 
 
 
Former NCDP Regional CTE 
Director, former and veteran CTE 
Teacher (30+ years of experience) 
9/22/15 
10/10/15 
 
4 
 
 
Ruth Huff 
 
 
Executive Director of NCACTE (State 
professional association) and retired 
CTE Teacher (30+ years of 
experience) 
9/16/15 
 
 
5 
 
 
David Whebie 
 
 
Wake County Director of CTE, former 
NCPDI CTE Section Chief, former 
CTE Teacher (30+ years of 
experience) 
9/16/15 
 
 
6 
 
 
Brantley Murphy 
 
 
President NCACTE (State 
professional association), Current 
veteran CTE Teacher (25+ years 
experience) 
9/16/15 
10/10/15 
 
7 
 
 
Dorwin Howard 
 
 
Former CTE Teacher, CTE Director, 
current Superintendent Granville 
County (30+ years of experience) 
11/18/15 
11/19/15 
 
8 Paul Heidepriem 
Retired ICT and CTE Teacher 
(30+ years of experience) 
11/18/15 
 
Each of these oral history interviews was conducted either in person or via 
telephone, sometimes with multiple follow-up conversations.  There was no structured 
interview protocol, but rather an informal, open-ended series of questions and 
individualized discussions that followed the path of information given by the interviewee.  
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During these oral history discussions, I took extensive handwritten notes, but did not 
audio record any of the conversations.  Some of the discussions lasted only thirty 
minutes, others spanned more than 90 minutes when combining the multiple 
conversations and follow-up phone calls. 
Some of the participants provided me with notes or drawings during the 
discussion.  I kept hard copies of the notes and of the signed consent forms.  I then used 
the information gathered in these conversations to construct a historical portrait of work-
based learning in our state.  The findings from these interviews are discussed in more 
detail in Chapter 4, along with the relationship to the student interview data. 
Interpretivist Qualitative Research 
After conducting my oral history, I relied on intrepretivist qualitative research 
methods to investigate the perceptions of contemporary students participating in work-
based experiences.  The qualitative tradition of research stems from the tension between 
the differences in research of natural and social sciences.  An empirical approach to 
‘knowing’ about external conditions in the natural world has led to incredible advances in 
the sciences and our understanding of the physical world.  Indeed, the scientific method is 
founded upon this premise of observe, hypothesize, test, and analyze.  It is a linear, yet 
spiraling approach to understanding phenomena in our world.  It works well because it 
relies on the gathering of empirical data, in other words what can be observed using our 
senses.  The data collected is external to the researcher or the person gathering the 
evidence, and can be substantiated and verified through reproducing the process 
(Lichtman, 2013). 
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Using this type of methodology in analyzing social or human interactions and 
behaviors presents some issues.  First, when studying human behavior and interactions, 
the observations are impacted by both external and internal influences (Hamilton, 2014).  
If I observe the behavior of an individual or group of people, I create my interpretation of 
their reality.  Experiences, emotions and ideas I possess impact the reality I perceive.  
Therefore, I need to employ a research model that allows for this.  Qualitative research, 
and the tradition of interpretivism, is an evolutionary product of the need to establish 
different ways for researching and understanding the ‘soft’ sciences.  Early efforts to find 
an alternative to quantitative research led to positivist models, or a paradigm that was 
characterized by testing observable facts (Lichtman, 2013).  Eventually this gave way to 
other perspectives, including antipositivism, which has its foundations in the ideas related 
to naturalistic inquiry (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).  The seeking of truth in a personal way is 
contrasted with the empirical approaches of other previous research methods.  Instead, an 
interpretivist qualitative approach seeks meaning or truth through an inductive and deeply 
personal process.  It, however, does not mean that the researcher directly injects his or her 
opinions or pre-conceived notions into the process.  “What is salient is that first, no 
manipulation on the part of the inquirer is implied” (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 8).  
However, the basic premise of interpretivist qualitative research does allow for 
subjectivity, and in fact expects it to occur, so long as it is acknowledged and made clear.  
Objectivity is inconsistent with the notion of constructed realities that we all live in.  The 
data that the researcher gathers will in fact be interpreted by that person based on his or 
her own personal lived experiences and background. 
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Qualitative research follows an inductive approach to understanding.  Instead of 
moving from the general to the specific, the opposite is true.  It uses single specific 
observations and data gathered to form a greater understanding about the topic and how 
the parts relate to one another (Lichtman, 2013).  This approach will work nicely for my 
research, as I intend to gather many individual pieces of information from many different 
students, and then seek patterns and trends.  The data collected from the students also 
may reveal the lack of such patterns. 
 Interpretivism is strongly connected to the qualitative tradition (Snape & Spencer, 
2003).  The roots of qualitative research go back as far as the writings of such 
philosophers as Kant and Dilthey, both of whom wrote about human knowledge being 
dependent not just on empirical observation, but also the perceptions and lived 
experiences of the individual.  The idea that one’s own cultural and personal history 
could affect one’s understanding and view of reality is at the heart of what qualitative 
research seeks to reveal (Snape & Spencer, 2003). 
General interpretivism, within the qualitative tradition, further embraces this 
methodology, in that it emphasizes the meanings that are constructed by individuals.   
Interpretive methods of research adopt the position that our knowledge of reality 
is a social construction by human actors.  In this view, value-free data cannot be 
obtained, since the enquirer uses his or her preconceptions in order to guide the 
process of enquiry, and furthermore, the research interacts with the human 
subjects of the enquiry, changing the perceptions of both parties. (Walsham, 1995, 
p. 376) 
The interpretivist research method also relies heavily on the researcher.  The 
participants are still providing the data, but the researcher designs the mode, lens, and 
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process by which it is collected, and he or she is then also the one to draw conclusions 
based on the general information gathered.  Typically, in this method, the researcher will 
use personal interviews or focus groups to gather information.  The protocols for these 
interviews and focus groups can vary in structure and in scope, but ultimately the purpose 
is to gather information directly from the participants (Lichtman, 2013). 
Setting 
The setting for the current student interview portion of the study was four public 
high schools situated on three campuses located in a rural county in central North 
Carolina.  One of the three campuses is divided into two separate schools: a traditional 
‘comprehensive’ high school that offers all CTE courses except Health Sciences; and, a 
“School of Health and Life Sciences,” which offers CTE courses in Health Sciences.  The 
other two campuses are comprehensive high schools offering a broad set of CTE courses 
in all program areas.  All four schools follow a traditional school calendar.  Each campus 
has between 700 and 1,000 students enrolled in Grades 9–12. 
For my study, I interviewed 20 high school students (see Table 3).  Students I 
interviewed were either participating in, or had completed, a work-based experience at 
their school called a “CTE Internship.”  Each student chose his or her internship in 
coordination with the school’s Internship Coordinator, their parents, and a work-site 
supervisor.  In some cases, the students chose the work-site on their own, and in other 
cases, students identified a field they were interested in, and then asked for assistance in 
securing a position.  This assistance usually took the form of providing feedback on 
résumés, job interview rehearsal, or other logistics.  In every case, students had the final 
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say in where they complete their internship.  Because this is a rural district, sometimes 
choices of internships were limited by the available employers willing to offer positions 
to students. 
 
Table 3 
Current High School Student Participants 
Participant Name Internship School Ethnicity Gender 
11,4 John School District—Tech Support South HS w m 
21 Dustin Grocery Store  South HS w m 
31 Jesus Grocery Store Central HS h m 
41 Vonya Adv. Mfg. Facility Central HS b f 
51 Kathy Restaurant—Wait Staff Central HS w f 
61 Susan Restaurant—Wait Staff South HS w f 
71 Trevor Agriculture Supply Store North HS w m 
812 Samantha Community Wellness Center South HS w f 
91 Jamal Fast Food Worker North HS b m 
10 Jackie Fast Food Worker Central HS b f 
112 Braxston Shipping Company - Logistics South HS w m 
122 Heather Teacher Asst.—Elem. School South HS w f 
132,4 Landon Auto Parts Store—Sales South HS w m 
14 Maria Fast Food Worker Central HS h f 
154 Jaden Trampoline Park Central HS b f 
16 Tyler Fast Food Worker Central HS w f 
173 Angela Community Wellness Center North HS w f 
183 Cheyenne Fast Food Worker North HS b f 
193 Miguel Towing and Recovery Garage North HS h m 
203,4 Harmony Fast Food Worker North HS mr f 
Note. w = White; b = Black; h = Hispanic; mr = Multi-racial; f = Female; m = Male 
1 pilot study participants 
2 focus group A 
3 focus group B 
4 observed in workplace 
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I began by preparing a list of all students in the district who were either currently 
or previously enrolled in an internship program while in high school.  I sorted the lists by 
gender (male, female) and then sub-sorted by race and ethnicity (White, Black, Hispanic, 
other).  I numbered the list in alphabetical order by last name, and then used a website 
called “Research Randomizer” (https://www.randomizer.org/) to select twenty students.  
Of these selected participants, the balance between male and female students and 
ethnicity of the participants roughly mirrored the diversity of the district’s population at 
large, which is approximately 48% male and 52% female and 50% White, 33% African-
American, 14% Hispanic, and 3% other (see Table 4). 
 
Table 4 
Current High School Participant Number and Percentage for Gender and Ethnicity 
Subgroup n % 
Male 8 40% 
Female 12 60% 
White 11 55% 
Black 5 25% 
Hispanic 3 15% 
Multi-racial 1 5% 
 
Research Design 
I used a semi-structured interview protocol with each of the participants in the 
individual interview (Appendix A).  The questions were designed to elicit responses that 
are pertinent and aligned to the research questions.  The durations of the interviews 
varied depending on the responsiveness and the extent of elaboration provided by the 
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student.  Some students gave limited responses and did not provide much detail about 
their experiences.  In a few of these instances, the interviews lasted little more than 
fifteen minutes.  In other cases, the students were very engaged and talkative.  They 
elaborated on their initial responses and expanded on their ideas and emotions about their 
internships, resulting in an actual conversation and meaningful exchange about their 
experience.  Some of these interviews lasted well beyond thirty minutes.   
Following the individual interviews of these twenty students, I then conducted 
two follow-up focus groups meetings.  One focus group had four students, and one had 
five students.  I chose these nine students based on how engaged and responsive they 
were in the original individual interview sessions.  Each of these focus group meetings 
lasted about one hour.  I included students who spent more time answering and 
expanding on the questions in the individual interviews to be part of the focus groups.  I 
wanted a focus group with participants who would engage with one another and share 
their thoughts more freely.  I also was mindful to select students who had differing 
opinions and ideas about the internship experience, and who had internships in different 
settings.  The purpose of putting these students together after the individual interviews 
was twofold:  first, I could follow up with any insights or remaining questions that were 
revealed in the individual sessions; and second, I provided the students with an 
opportunity to feed off one another in a group discussion that was more relaxed and peer-
centered.  It was certainly my intention that the “group interaction may trigger thoughts 
and ideas among participants that do not emerge during the individual interview” 
(Lichtman, 2012, p. 207). 
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After a period following the focus group meetings, I then selected four student 
participants from the individual and group sessions.  I was able to select two males and 
two females.  I also selected one African American student and one Hispanic student.  I 
then spent an additional one to two hours observing each of these four at their internship 
site to gain a deeper and more complete understanding of their experiences with work-
based education.  I scheduled a time to observe them in their workplace, shadowed them, 
and took detailed notes on their behavior and comments.  
All of the participants in the study were 18 years old at the time of their 
interviews and did not need parental consent.  They received information about the 
purpose of the study and were required to sign the appropriate adult consent form as 
approved by the IRB.  Each individual interview and focus group was audio recorded, 
and then transcribed using a private transcription service recommended by colleagues.  
No audio recordings were made during the work site visits or observations.  I took notes 
during and after these observations as a method to record data during this portion of the 
study.  
For security purposes, I assigned a number to each student, and replaced their 
given names contained in the files of the audio recordings and transcriptions with a 
pseudonym.  I use these pseudonyms when referring to participants during this study.  I 
have maintained a separate file that indicates the identity of the participants.  All of these 
files are securely stored in the UNCG Box cloud storage, for which only I have access.   
It is important to note that not all of the participants were interviewed during the 
same time period.  Of the twenty students who were interviewed individually, nine 
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students were interviewed during a previous pilot study that was conducted in the spring 
of 2015 for Dr. Kimberly Hewitt’s course, ELD 767: Qualitative Data Collection and 
Analysis.  The other 11 students were interviewed in summer and fall 2016.  All 
participants were part of the same district. 
I began this pilot study by pursuing an area of professional interest under the 
guidance of Dr. Hewitt.  She coached me in crafting the purpose, research questions and 
methodology for the project, and also successfully guided me through the IRB approval 
process for the pilot study.  All of the participants were interviewed using the same 
protocol, however the participants who were not part of the pilot study were asked 
additional questions of how gender and race factor into their experiences.  Additionally, 
no participants from the pilot study participated in the focus groups or were observed at 
their place of work.  This pilot study was conducted to determine the feasibility of a 
larger research study.  Its successful completion led me to proceed with this large, more 
in-depth research model and it allowed me to strengthen and validate an effective 
methodology. 
Data Collection Process 
For the individual interviews, each student was interviewed in person while being 
audio recorded.  The interview questions were designed to elicit responses that reveal the 
students’ attitudes and feelings about high school, and evoke responses that specifically 
address my research questions.  My initial contact with the students I interviewed was 
delicate; I didn’t want students to feel uneasy or have the impression they are somehow, 
“in trouble” because of having to come to the office to speak with an adult.  When 
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possible, I conducted the interviews during times that did not interfere with the students’ 
regular class time.  At the high schools where the participants attended school, the bell 
schedule operates on four, 90-minute class periods, or a block schedule.  All of the 
participants I interviewed were seniors and many of them did not have a full schedule of 
classes on campus.  Many did not have classes scheduled during 3rd or 4th periods.  In 
these instances, the students usually left school early either to work, attend classes at the 
local community college, or simply go home.  I conducted the interviews for the majority 
of the students during the time period after their last class for the day.  In other cases, I 
conducted the interviews either during the weekly homeroom period, or immediately 
after school.  This interview schedule minimized the amount of class time missed.  It also 
gave me sufficient time to reassure them of my intentions and set them at ease; 
ultimately, I wanted them to become comfortable and relaxed once the interviews began.  
Each interview lasted between 15 and 40 minutes. 
The two focus groups occurred at two of the three school campuses and each 
lasted approximately 60 minutes.  These group interviews were also audio recorded.  As 
with the individual interviews, I chose a time to conduct the focus group that minimized 
the impact on instruction for the students.  I also used a focus group outline (Appendix B) 
to help guide the process of discussion in that small group setting. 
 Following the individual and focus group interviews, I then selected the four 
students with whom I continued my in-depth conversations and work site observations.  
Each of these lasted between two and three hours.  I narrowed down the candidates for 
on-site visits based first on their demographics: two male, two female, and at least one 
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African American and one Latino student.  I was unable to secure a site visit with the 
Latino student, so I instead chose a student who is Multi-racial.  I then chose students 
who had a variety of job types, and who also displayed interesting and engaging dialogue 
during the interviews.  I also tried to choose students who reported a variety in the quality 
of their experiences, so I could get differing perspectives on the internship experience.  
Once I selected the observed participants, I then created personalized schedules with each 
one so I could spend time with them at their workplace.  I began by reaching out to their 
site supervisor, making sure I had proper authorization to visit the workplace, and 
explained the purpose of my visits.  In most cases, these visits occurred in the late 
afternoons and early evenings.  In one instance, it occurred during the weekend.  At the 
beginning of each visit, I introduced myself to the supervisor and other staff, and set up in 
a position where I could still observe the participant but be as unobtrusive as possible.  I 
took many notes while on site, and carefully recorded the behaviors and comments made 
by the participants.  Following each of the four visits, I also added notes and reflections. 
Analysis 
All student interviews and focus groups audio recordings were transcribed 
verbatim by a third party and imported into Dedoose, a brand of online qualitative data 
analysis software.  Once imported into Dedoose, the data was coded using both a prior 
and open coding methods.  Eight root codes and nineteen ‘child’ codes were identified 
from the data.  The ‘child’ codes were sub-components of the root codes, which drilled 
down to the issues with more specificity.  In many cases, particular excerpts were coded 
multiple times, and sometimes shared the same parent code.  See Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. A Priori and Open Codes: Parent and Child Codes. 
 
Positionality and Subjectivity 
As previously acknowledged, I have a positive bias for this topic.  As the Director 
of High Schools and CTE for my school district, I believe there is value in Career and 
Technical Education.  I see it as a critical piece of the high school education experience.  
I believe in the program and am convinced that it makes a positive difference in the lives 
of many students.  Many of the courses bring relevancy and opportunities for application 
to real-world projects.   
I also realize that conducting research in the school district in which I work could 
have presented some challenges.  I frequently visit the high schools in our district.  I 
personally know many of the teachers, and many students recognize me and know who I 
am.  It was likely that even if the student participants I selected did not personally know 
me, they knew of me, or who I am.  However, even though they may have associated me 
as someone “important” in our school system who usually wears a coat and tie, few of 
them had any previous experience with me as a person who someone who has direct 
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influence or control over their daily interactions at school.  During my interactions with 
the students, it seemed that my position of power was at best an abstract notion to the 
student, and not one based in their personal experiences.   
Nonetheless, I took precautions in my interactions with the student participants 
and the staff at the schools while I conducted the interviews.  Immediately after greeting 
each student, I attempted to engage in some idle banter or ‘chit-chat’ with the student to 
help break the ice and establish rapport.  I smiled often, and tried to use humor and small 
talk to set the student at ease.  I also tried to make some personal connections and ask 
about their teachers or interests in school.  This helped in setting a positive tone with the 
interviewee.  I used my formal title when introducing myself, but I explained that the 
purpose of the interviews was to gather information that might help make the internship 
process better for other students.  I conducted the interviews in neutral locations at the 
school (usually the conference room in the guidance offices) that I hoped would 
minimize my influence on the participants.  When speaking with students, I was very 
conscious of how I presented myself physically, and I removed my tie and jacket prior to 
the interviews.  I also used open and non-threatening body language, and I changed my 
speech patterns to be more relaxed and casual.  I also tried to conduct the interviews in a 
way that will allow me to get spontaneous, rich, specific, and relevant answers from the 
interviewee (Kvale & Brinkman, 2009).  I did not merely read the interview questions 
verbatim and then listen for answers, but rather I paraphrased, and interjected 
complementary and encouraging phrases as the conversations progressed. 
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 I was also mindful of my position on other levels.  The high school principals, 
teachers and support staff all know who I am and the position I hold.  To be clear, I have 
no supervisory authority over any personnel at any school.  However, I do wield 
considerable influence in a variety of ways.  I control substantial budgets that impact our 
high schools.  I also make curricular and programmatic decisions that impact how high 
schools operate.  I also have a very close working relationship with the executive 
leadership staff and school board members.  Furthermore, I acknowledge that I am 
directly responsible for the CTE program in our school district.  Any evaluation of 
components or aspects of the program could reveal weaknesses or areas of improvement 
that should be addressed.  In this way, it is inherently risky for me to gather information, 
which in effect, could reflect upon my own job performance or the performance of other 
employees in the district. 
Conversely, I also have a vested interest to seek out any shortcomings in order to 
strengthen and improve upon them and make our program the best it can be.  The results 
from this research can provide valuable information that may help the students in our 
school district.  The findings may help improve or expand work-based learning 
opportunities for our students.  Also, the information may help inform leadership 
practices and programmatic decisions regarding the CTE program at large as well as CTE 
programs outside of our district.  I place a very high value on my relationships with the 
principals of our high schools, and I consider one of my primary roles to support them 
and improve their leadership performance, and any insight learned in this research will be 
used to support their work. 
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I wholeheartedly embrace my professional connections to this study, and am 
convinced that it will strengthen the quality of attention and care I conduct in the 
gathering and analysis of the data, and ultimately benefit the students to whom I serve.  
Trustworthiness 
Throughout my entire research study, I strived to maintain a high-quality process 
for collecting, analyzing, and presenting my data.  It was critical that I carefully identified 
and interacted with the study participants; I wanted to ensure that their ideas, opinions 
and experiences are protected, valued and properly analyzed.  All of the data collected is 
personal and privileged, and has been treated with the utmost caution and respect.  It was 
and still is essential that the participants felt comfortable enough to provide me with rich 
accounts of their experiences so my analysis would be based on truly accurate accounts. 
I was also cognizant of not dismissing any divergent data points that might be 
revealed through this process, especially as they might run counter to my own beliefs or 
preconceived notions of the value in CTE programs.  Furthermore, I undertook a member 
checking process.  After each interview and focus group meeting, I returned to the school 
and provided each student with a copy of the interview transcript.  I explained to them 
that I wanted them to have a copy so they could read it, and then I allowed them an 
opportunity to respond to me with any changes or edits they wanted to make.   
Benefits to this Approach 
Through my research questions, I sought to understand the lived experiences of 
the individuals I interviewed.  Their opinions, ideas, and interpretations of their 
experiences are uniquely their own.  Their privileged thoughts and ways they make 
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meaning of the world around them are the rich evidences I want to uncover.  For this 
study, I was concerned with examining experiences from the perspective of the 
individual, ‘bracketing’ taken-for-granted assumptions and usual ways of perceiving 
(Lester, 2009).  In this way, I specifically targeted how participation in CTE work-based 
experiences informed student’s prospects for graduation and their attitudes and plans 
beyond high school.   
Using this methodology is the most direct way to access the data.  Since I wanted 
to understand how WBE impacted secondary students’ thoughts about high school and 
plans thereafter, then I needed to ask them and observe them in action.  While each 
student’s responses varied, and each person had his or her own unique perspective, the 
experience I asked them about is common to all of them.   
Results from this study may benefit students who participate in work-based 
experiences while in high school.  The findings may reveal information that could assist 
in the design, promotion and implementation of work-based education in secondary 
schools, and therefore benefit the students in those programs.  It could also assist in the 
modification of policy or administrative procedures at the district level to improve 
opportunities for students.  It also may help to strengthen any specific processes or 
policies in the programs in our school district.  The data may reveal shortcomings that 
can be corrected or provide new ideas about ways for future students to participate. 
In conducting my research in this manner, I was able to employ an inductive 
approach to move from the specific, to the general, which is entirely consistent with a 
general, interpretivist qualitative approach.  Additionally, prior to this work, I conducted 
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an IRB approved pilot study with nine students that followed a very similar methodology.  
Additional details and information about this pilot study are included in a subsequent 
section. 
Limitations 
As the Director of High Schools and CTE for my school district, I have a positive 
opinion about Career and Technical Education.  I see it as a critical piece of the high 
school education experience.  I believe in the program and am convinced that it makes a 
difference in the lives of many students.  I am also convinced that many of the courses 
bring relevancy and opportunities for application to real-world projects.  Because of this, 
and as the sole researcher on the project, I absolutely needed to be mindful of the 
influence and perspective I possess when I gathered and analyzed the data.   
That being said, I do know that CTE coursework and/or work-based experience is 
not a solution for every student; nor is it a guarantee to motivate students who may 
otherwise have given up on their education.  I also understand that the relationships 
between participating in work-based experiences and having ‘future aspirations’ beyond 
high school could be correlated and not causal.  Making conclusions or drawing 
inferences in this regard will be difficult.  There are other limitations to this study.  First, 
it was isolated to a single geographic region in North Carolina.  If the data do suggest 
trends or patterns, it is unlikely that larger extrapolations or implications can be 
transferred to all secondary students.  Quite simply, it is a small, localized study.  The 
number and diversity of the participants will help to offset this somewhat, but again, there 
is a limit as to what one will be able to inductively conclude from the data. 
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Risks 
The study carried limited risk.  In the event there was or is a breach of 
confidentiality of the participants, the consequences will be that the student’s answers to 
interview questions about work-based experiences will be exposed. 
Participant names are not directly connected nor attached to the names of any of 
the electronic files, recordings, or other data.  A pseudonym was used to protect their 
identity, and the name of the school and other identifying features was also altered to 
provide anonymity in all documentation.  A master list linking student names to the 
pseudonym is kept on a password-protected file.  All electronic files are kept in a 
password-protected cloud storage account (UNCG Box account) that can only be 
accessed by me.  All information obtained in this study is strictly confidential unless 
disclosure is required by law.  
Conclusion 
 The research questions and the conceptual framework for this study inform one 
another.  In turn, these compelled me to gather information and develop a context of the 
history of work-based education in North Carolina and helped me craft the interview 
questions and focus group questions for the contemporary student participants.  Using 
firsthand accounts of student experiences and setting those against the backdrop of how 
public education has approached these types of programs in the past provides a rich 
contemporary narrative with a strong sense of historical context.  My study establishes an 
understanding of where we have been in the past, and individual snapshots of where we 
are now with specific students in one school district.  This methodology allows for both a 
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narrow and specific glimpse into the perspectives of the young people in our schools, and 
it also provides a broader background with which to understand the role of work-based 
education in our state’s public education system.  In the Chapter Four that follows I will 
discuss the specific findings as related to the history of work-based education, which was 
gathered in the oral history research of expert practitioners.  Subsequently in Chapter V, I 
present the findings from my interpretive qualitative research that included interviews, 
focus groups and observations of students currently participating in work-based 
education. 
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CHAPTER IV 
 
CAREER AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION IN NORTH CAROLINA: 
A BRIEF HISTORY 
 
Introduction 
This chapter provides detailed findings regarding the oral history of work-based 
education in North Carolina.  The findings of the oral history research begin with an 
overview of the various program designs of work-based learning, and then establish a 
historical timeline of the evolution of these programs in the state.  The timeline is 
sectioned into three main categories:  emerging; expanding; and, specializing.  
Throughout each of these sections, individual expert practitioners provide perspectives 
and analysis of work-based education during this time period.  Finally, I describe what 
the oral history participants believe the future of work-based education may entail, and 
how this future relates to the current program models.  Note that I provide a list of the 
oral history participants and a description of their backgrounds in Chapter III. 
Providing context and defining the types of work-based learning experiences in 
the past helps us understand the historical progression of such educational experiences.  
During my oral history interviews, I was able to engage in meaningful conversations with 
expert practitioners in the field of CTE and work-based education.  While the main 
purpose was to gather information about the history of these programs in our state, the 
interviews also yielded interesting perspectives and opinions about this topic.  This 
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provided a rich tapestry to serve as a backdrop for the firsthand accounts I received from 
the students and present in Chapter V. 
Work-Based Learning in North Carolina 
Timeline 
In speaking with the expert practitioners, it became apparent that a description of 
the historical sequence of major events was helpful in understanding the evolution and 
variation in CTE over time.  Many of the expert practitioners referred to specific eras or 
periods of time when referencing CTE and work-based education.  In order to more 
easily clarify these references, I researched additional information that I then was able to 
corroborate with their accounts.  As the result of this work, I developed a visual 
representation of the temporal progression of work-based education that is divided into 
three main eras (see Table 5).  These segments of time also reflect different trends in 
public education in general, and the role of vocational (or CTE) education parallels this 
development. 
 Emerging (Pre-WWII): Formal public education programs and standardized 
curriculum were just beginning to be developed and established.  Consistency of 
implementation and availability of resources varied considerably.  Legislation and policy 
is new. 
 Expanding (Post-WWII): Public education infrastructure becomes universal.  
Programs and curricula become more uniform.  Funding becomes available.  Legislation 
and policy established and enforced.  The advent of technology begins to dramatically 
affect the workforce, and the way in which workers are trained. 
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Table 5 
Historical Timeline of Work-based Learning 
HISTORICAL TIMELINE 
 
Oral History Accounts in 
North Carolina 
 
Established National 
Milestones for CTE & 
WBL1 
 
Established National 
Milestones in Public 
Education2 
E M E R G I N G 
 Some early accounts of 
activities where students were 
making connections with 
agricultural activities—mostly 
informal 
1900 1917: Smith-Hughes Act 
passes, providing federal 
funding for agricultural and 
vocational education.  Effort 
to remove power of 
apprenticeships from unions. 
 
1918:  Smith Sears Act 
1900 1916: John Dewey publishes 
“Democracy and Education”—
poses important questions about 
traditional vs. progressive 
education—and the rationale for 
public education  
 
Accounts of FFA Supervised 
Agricultural Activity (SAE)—
required work assignments in 
specific projects/tasks 
 
Examples of “community 
canning” events held at schools 
1925 1926:  FFA (Future Farmers 
of America) founded in 
Virginia.  First programs 
 
1929:  George Reed Act 
 
1936:  George Dean Act 
1925 1944: G.I. Bill of Rights gives 
thousands of working class men 
college scholarships for the first 
time in U.S. history. 
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Table 5 
 
Cont. 
 
HISTORICAL TIMELINE 
 
Oral History Accounts in 
North Carolina 
 
Established National 
Milestones for CTE & 
WBL1 
 
 
Established National 
Milestones in Public 
Education2 
E X P A N D I N G 
Additional accounts of FFA 
Supervised Agricultural Activity 
(SAE)—required work 
assignments in specific 
projects/tasks 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1960s: Business and clerical 
internships—first work-based 
opportunities for women in 
‘professional’ workplaces 
1950 1950: The U.S. Congress 
passes Public Law 81-740, 
which grants the FFA a 
Federal Charter and stipulates 
that a U.S. Department of 
Education staff member be 
the national FFA advisor. 
 
1963: Vocational Education 
Act (and subsequent 
amendments) 
1950 1954: Brown v. Board of 
Education of Topeka.  The 
Supreme Court unanimously 
agrees that segregated schools 
are “inherently unequal” and 
must be abolished. 
 
1958: National Defense 
Education Act passed as a direct 
response to the launching of 
Sputnik by the Russians.  It 
emphasized math and science. 
 
1964: Civil Rights Act banned 
discrimination on the basis of 
race in all federally funded 
programs.  Head Start was 
launched as a part of the War on 
Poverty. 
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Table 5 
 
Cont. 
 
HISTORICAL TIMELINE 
 
Oral History Accounts in 
North Carolina 
 
Established National 
Milestones for CTE & 
WBL1 
 
Established National 
Milestones in Public 
Education2 
E XP A N D I N G (Cont.) 
1960s: First clinical experiences 
in health care environments 
 
1960s: Industrial co-ops 
introduced—work-based 
learning in factories and 
processing areas 
   1965: Elementary and 
Secondary Education Act gave 
the federal government the right 
to withhold funding for 
noncompliance.  Congress has 
renewed this act every few 
years. 
 
1970: Jean Piaget’s book, The 
Science of Education, is 
published.  Helps to popularize 
discovery-based teaching 
approaches, particularly in the 
sciences. 
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Table 5 
 
Cont. 
 
HISTORICAL TIMELINE 
 
Oral History Accounts in 
North Carolina 
 
Established National 
Milestones for CTE & 
WBL1 
 
Established National 
Milestones in Public 
Education2 
S P E C I A L I Z I N G 
1970s:  ICTs (Industrial 
Cooperative Training) 
introduces structured for-credit 
opportunities 
 
1970s:  COO—Cooperative 
Office Occupations becomes 
formalized 
 
1990s:  CDTs (Career 
Development Coordinators) 
become new model for 
managing WBL 
 
1995:  Apprenticeship 2000 
introduced in Charlotte, NC—
first formal regional 
apprenticeship program in NC 
1975 1984: Carl D. Perkins Act 
 
1990: Carl D. Perkins 
Vocational Education Act 
 
1998: Perkins “Three” 
 
 
1975 1972: Title IX passed, 
prohibiting public schools from 
discriminating on the basis of 
gender.  This paves the way for 
the expansion of school athletics 
programs for girls. 
 
1994: Elementary and 
Secondary Education Act 
renewal under Clinton requires 
states to come up with content 
standards, assessments, and 
definition of adequate programs 
to measure children’s progress. 
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Table 5 
 
Cont. 
 
HISTORICAL TIMELINE 
 
Oral History Accounts in 
North Carolina 
 
Established National 
Milestones for CTE & 
WBL1 
 
 
Established National 
Milestones in Public 
Education2 
S P E C I A L I Z I N G (Cont.) 
2013: NCTAP—North Carolina 
Triangle Apprenticeship 
Program—second formal 
apprenticeship in NC 
 
2000 2006: Perkins “Four” 2000 2001: No Child Left Behind 
passed. 
 
1 Source: Gordon (2014) 
2 Source: American Educational History Timeline http://www.eds-resources.com/educationhistorytimeline.html
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 Specializing (Modern era): As the national economy becomes fully diversified, 
the role of CTE becomes highly differentiated and specialized.  Advanced skill sets are 
targeted as technology continues to leap forward. 
The Emerging Period 
While none of the individuals interviewed had any direct professional knowledge 
of vocational education or work-based learning prior to the late 1960s and mid-1970s, 
they did provide anecdotal clues as to what the early years looked like in North Carolina.  
Additional research helped fill gaps and verify the claims and accounts of the 
interviewees for accuracy.  Prior to the 1930s, formal vocational education in NC was 
non-existent, or isolated at best.  Beginning in the late 1930s and continuing through the 
1940s and 1950s, vocational education grew and evolved into three basic areas of focus: 
Agricultural Education, Home Economics, and Trade and Industrial Education.  
Agriculture Education was by far the most popular and widespread program, and was 
delivered entirely to young males.  At this time in our state’s history, agriculture was the 
driving force behind the economy, and “in 1940 over 40% of the population in North 
Carolina still lived on farms” (Lilly, 2007). 
Since its inception, Agriculture Education has been inextricably linked to FFA, or 
Future Farmers of America.  This student organization provided (and still provides) 
opportunities for hands-on practice, competitions and supervised work-based learning 
experiences.  In these activities, students judged livestock, competed for crop yields, or 
practiced machinery repairs.  It was not uncommon for many students to spend parts of 
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school days on farms in an SAE (Supervised Agricultural Experience), practicing and 
honing specific skills introduced to them in classes.  
At the same time, Home Economics was emerging as the program for females, 
and helped formalize instruction for skills that would allow them to maintain the home 
and support the family.  Cooking, sewing, basic finance, and child rearing were included 
in the loosely defined curriculum.  These students also had avenues to apply skills 
learned, although not quite the same way as their male counterparts.  David Whebie, CTE 
Director of Wake County Schools and former State NCDPI CTE Section Chief and CTE 
Teacher, recalled times from earlier generations (pre-WWII) when the Agriculture 
students would bring in produce grown on local farms, and the home economics students 
would have canning days at the schools.  Whebie explained,  
 
The boys would bring in the butter beans, corn, and the girls would make 
production lines to can them.  It was a community event, and the students would 
do this during the school days, learning the skills they needed to survive at the 
time.  That’s just the way it was. 
 
Around this same time, Trade and Industrial education began to emerge in North 
Carolina.  In a largely rural state, this area was slower to grow, and focused mostly on 
basic carpentry and metals manufacturing skills.  Some of students in these areas were 
able to practice their skills in formal ways, but none of the participants were able to cite 
specific examples. 
The Post-War Expansion Period 
Following WWII, the state’s dependency on agriculture began to shift, and the 
number of family farms fell, with larger more commercial farms taking hold.  Despite 
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this, Agricultural Education remained strong, and FFA chapters grew in numbers and size 
across the state.  Home Economics continued to flourish, and the Trade and Industrial 
Education programs began to firmly take hold.  Each of these areas continued to grow 
and expand co-curricular clubs and opportunities for work-based learning experiences.  In 
the late 1950s, the Supervised Agricultural Activity associated with FFA was subsidized 
through various grant opportunities.  Brantley Murphy, an Agriculture Teacher at JF 
Webb High School in Oxford, North Carolina, recalled hearing,  
 
Back during this time, [late 1950s and early 1960’s] there were opportunities for 
high school students to work on agricultural projects over the summer and during 
extended periods in the spring and fall while school was still in session.  I 
remember older farmers sitting around, you know, talking about the different 
projects they did, like on irrigation, forestry, crop production—stuff like that—
almost like work camps that they would attend [as students], and these grants 
would pay them while they completed certain tasks and earned different 
credentials.   
 
Others also recounted what they referred to as “live projects” where members of the 
community would come together with secondary students to complete tasks related to 
essential activities of the local economy. 
The era following World War II also saw a huge expansion in the amount of 
resources devoted to vocation education, and work-based learning opportunities for 
secondary students (Gordon, 2014).  The Trade and Industry program area saw particular 
expansion, as the manufacturing sectors of the US economy were booming on the heels 
of the war efforts.  This in turn gave rise to the paraprofessional careers (particularly 
among females) and the creation of Business and Finance program areas.  The office 
environment and associated technologies and skill sets established a need for a multitude 
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of clerical duties.  JoAnne Honeycutt, State Director for CTE, noted this shift in the 
educational activities during this time.   
 
In the earlier part of the century, Agricultural Education and ‘Home Ec.’  [Home 
Economics—the predecessor to Family and Consumer Sciences] were the 
foundation.  As the world changed, they evolved, and more programs expanded.  
They didn’t just need training for women on how to be the homemaker wife and 
mother, they now had a need for women in the workplace for clerical staffing. 
 
Dr. June Atkinson, former CTE Teacher and State Superintendent offered 
personal accounts of her experiences in this regard, saying, 
 
There was federal legislation in the 1960s that gave some emphasis on distributive 
education.  Basically, this was a forerunner of Marketing Education and an 
opportunity for students to learn in the workplace.  Around this same time, 
NCDPI developed “Coo and Do” which stood for Cooperative Office 
Occupations.  This was during the early 1970s and 1980s.  This was the pinnacle 
of work-based education for Business Education at this time.  Nearly every urban 
area of North Carolina added a ‘Coo’ program.  There was extensive professional 
development for the educators who took this role, I was one of them, and teachers 
had an extended contract and were paid a bit more.  Basically, their job was to 
teach three periods a day, and then go out and spend the rest doing outreach with 
local businesses.  Students worked 15 – 20 hours a week for a year and received 
an extra credit.  I can remember walking the streets of the business district in 
Charlotte in my heels, visiting each of these companies and checking on my 
students, making sure they were doing well and also recruiting positions for new 
students.  We really worked hand in glove with the companies to train our 
students in their environment. 
 
Executive Director of NCACTE, Ruth Huff, also recalled the early days of work-
based education, only this was in the area of health occupations in the 1970s. 
 
I remember a time when we were running full-blown internships and clinical 
rotations.  These were 90-hour work-based learning projects where the students 
had to spend time in the hospital, getting involved in the day-to-day operations.  
Many of the students I had back then are professional health workers now—
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nurses, doctors, staff—you name it.  Local people can open doors that people 
from outside the community can’t—especially in rural areas.  We seem to be 
doing less of that now, and it is a shame. 
 
Ms. Huff also mentioned how some program areas lent themselves better to 
bringing the work into the school, noting carpentry classes in woodshops, and kitchens 
where students could cook.  “There is a different model that works in a limited way for 
some areas.  You don’t always have to take the students into the field, but it helps.” 
Dr. Atkinson reflected on a student who was involved in a clinical work-based 
experience at a local medical clinic.   
 
There was this senior, from a wealthy family who was kind of apathetic about 
school.  Well, I found her a job in a medical clinic.  At the end of the semester, 
her father had asked her to drop the clinical work because he thought it was 
somehow beneath her or not what she ‘should be studying’.  So, the guidance 
counselor took her out of the class, and the student began to have a lot of 
absences, and then began doing very poorly in school.  I reached out to the father, 
and encouraged him to allow her to continue the clinicals, and he agreed.  After 
she got back into the program with me, everything changed, and she became so 
excited and eventually went on to pursue a career in medicine.  It was an example 
of how work is a great experience, but connecting school to work is a life-
changing experience.   
 
Specializing in The Modern Era 
The transition to the modern era of work-based learning and CTE is marked 
primarily by the advent of technology and increased specialization.  As computers and 
electronics began to revolutionize the workplace, CTE followed suit.  Clerical duties 
across all sectors were transformed.  Adding machines and typewriters were slowly 
replaced with computers, the slide rule gave way to drafting software, and the health 
sector began to modernize as well.  CTE blossomed into the eight different program 
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areas, and work-based learning activities began to expand.  CTE Teacher and NCACTE 
President Brantley Murphy explained,  
 
In the early 1970s, you started to see a shift in how we served our students.  ICTs 
[Industrial Cooperative Training] teachers were started, and these folks would 
focus about half their time with students in the field.  For the first time there was 
also a focus on ‘soft skills.’  This was the stuff outside of turning wrenches and 
wiring up a panel.  You know, the stuff that employers were looking for but you 
didn’t always find in the textbook. 
 
So called “ICTs” were CTE or Vocational Teachers who bridged the role between 
industry and the classroom.  Basically, they spent half of their time outside of the school 
building, supervising students and working with business and industry to establish work-
based learning experiences.  They primarily worked with students in the Trade and 
Industry and Technology Education programs.  David Whebie, CTE Director for Wake 
County explained, “Basically, Ag had SAE, Health Science had clinicals, Business had 
co-ops, and now T&I and Tech had ICTs.  Everyone was in the game, and lots of students 
were moving through these programs.  It was really effective.”  Alongside the work-
based learning programs for Agriculture Education (SAE), Health Sciences (clinicals) 
and Business and Marketing (Co-ops), the ICT model remained strong throughout the 
1980s and early 1990s, with nearly every district across the state having staff in this 
position. 
 Then, things changed.  The recession of the 1990s hit industry hard.  Work-based 
learning opportunities began to dry up.  “When these business and industries took that big 
hit, there were fewer opportunities for students.  Plus, you had the beginning of 
‘outsourcing’—we lost a lot of jobs overseas in the 1990s,” explained Ted Summey.  At 
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the same time, public education also faced significant budget cuts.  Programs lost 
funding, and Career and Technical Education shouldered some of this burden.  But 
perhaps the most significant shift was due to a shift in perception on our public education 
system.  JoAnne Honeycutt, State CTE Director put it this way, saying,  
 
In the 1980s, there was a report called ‘A Nation at Risk’.  Basically, it planted 
the seeds for a movement that really gained steam into the early 1990s.  It made 
our high school graduation requirements start to look more like admissions 
requirements for colleges and universities.  It also fostered an anti-Voc-Ed 
sentiment, and encouraged this feeling that all kids should go to college.  It de-
emphasized true opportunities for work-based education. 
 
Brantley Murphy, CTE Teacher and NCACTE President echoed this account of a 
shift in the perception of public education during this time, saying,  
 
In the 1990s you really started to see this push of our society to get everyone to 
college—if you aren’t on a 4-year degree route, then you won’t make it.  People 
were saying, you don’t need training, you need the degree.  This really hurt the 
on-the-job education for skilled training.  This was crazy, because we still needed 
welders, and electricians, and health care workers.  Some of this you still hear 
today.  Where are we really pushing our kids?  What message are we sending?  
We should not be stigmatizing these legitimate paths to successful careers. 
 
Pressures from within the schools themselves also changed the educational model 
around this same time.  With less funding for public education, there were fewer 
resources.  Eventually, this translated into fewer teaching positions, which in turn meant 
more pressure on class sizes and the courses being offered at high schools. 
Dorwin Howard, former CTE teacher, CTE Director and public school district 
Superintendent remembered,  
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During this time, there was a lot of pressure to fill up every single class with 
students.  The master schedules were getting tougher and tougher to make.  Any 
teacher that had ‘extra’ classes where they weren’t in the school building took a 
hit.  Unfortunately, those ICTs and co-op classes and clinicals started to get cut bit 
by bit.  There were just too many students, and the principals wanted the teachers 
in the buildings so they could spread the students out and reduce class size.  It was 
unfortunate, because they were just looking at straight numbers, and that didn’t 
tell the whole story. 
 
David Whebie added, “A classroom teacher doesn’t have time in their schedule to 
build relationships with employers.  It’s hard to get those connections when you can’t get 
into the field.”  Others described how separate factors converged to make the mid-1990s 
and early 2000s a turning point for work-based learning.  The ESEA and NCLB added 
pressure to school administrators and teachers to focus on high stakes testing, and the 
more complex or confusing metrics associated with work-based learning seemed to be yet 
another reason to pull back from these efforts.  CTE Teacher Brantley Murphy explained: 
 
You can give a 100-question multiple test one day and get a score.  But how do 
you tell whether or not an internship worked for a student?  Sometimes it takes 
months or years before you can tell if that worked.  It isn’t always clear cut that 
way, and so it [work-based learning] took the hit. 
 
The Future 
So how can work-based learning be redesigned and rejuvenated for our future 
generations?  According to the participants, there are signs that work-based learning may 
be poised for a comeback.  David Whebie said,  
 
A lot of kids don’t get part-time jobs anymore like they used to.  I think many are 
realizing that the practical skills you learn by having a job, even a crappy job, are 
really important.  It was almost a rite of passage for my generation, and students 
today seem to be missing those skills that you learn in the workplace.  Simple 
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things like showing up on time, shaking someone’s hand, looking someone in the 
eye.  Having respect for hard work.  You learn those things by working.  The 
relevance, relationships and all that can happen in the workplace, with supervisors 
and mentors having a strong impact on the students.  We see that we need more of 
that today. 
 
Dr. June Atkinson, the former State Superintendent of Public Instruction in our 
state, also saw the tide shifting, and was encouraged by new potential models for work-
based learning.   
You know, many people would be surprised to know that the training ground for 
developing teamwork is really the fast food industry.  If you think about those 
jobs, which are mostly held by younger people, it’s all about teamwork.  We need 
to think about moving work-based learning to a model where we can rotate 
groups of students into work-based learning programs.  Instead of one student at a 
time, we need to consider a model where cohorts of 10 or so can push into the 
workplace.  It could be a few days a week, for a period of time, with assignments 
and advanced planning—almost like the residency model for doctors.  We also 
have to find a way to get the core teachers to get involved, and get these efforts 
matched up with their curriculum. 
Two relatively new programs have added to the choices of work-based learning in 
NC.  Apprenticeship 2000 (Apprenticeship2000, 2016) was founded in 1995 and offered 
the first formal apprenticeship program in NC, specifically the Charlotte metropolitan 
area.  Targeting high school students, the program partners with local business and 
industry and community colleges to give students a pathway to earn degrees and secure 
employment through on-the-job training.  NCTAP (http://www.nctap.org/) also came 
online in 2013 and offers similar opportunities for high school students in the triangle 
area.  Both of these programs currently focus on advanced manufacturing and 
technology-related fields, but have plans to expand to other program areas.   
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In addition to these two areas, many public school districts are developing 
individual programs with specific local employers through the CTE Internship course.  
Students participating in this state-offered standard course must complete a minimum of 
135 hours of work-based activities and submit a portfolio to their faculty advisor.  
Satisfactory completion of the hour requirement, and positive reports from the work 
supervisor and faculty advisor at school can also result in an honors elective credit in 
CTE.  In one mid-sized rural district, more than 200 students earn a credit in this program 
each year.  Students work in a variety of settings, including small businesses, local farms, 
fast food establishments, medical facilities, veterinarians’ offices, and even large 
corporations.  There are no restrictions for the type of business or industry where the 
internship can occur.   
Visual Models of Effective CTE Programs 
Ted Summey, a retired CTE Teacher, District Director and state-level 
administrator, paused during one of our conversations to sketch out a few diagrams.  
Using his pen and scrap paper, he roughly drew two diagrams to help conceptualize the 
definition of work-based education.  I used the information in his drawings to create the 
diagrams in Figures 3 and 4. 
Figure 3 represents the relationship of educational activities that take place in an 
effective Career and Technical Education program.  The three overlapping and 
interdependent parts are classroom instruction, Career & Technical Student Organizations 
(CTSOs), and Work Based Learning activities (WBL).  It is important to note that 
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according to the participants providing this oral history, this balance of activities has 
remained relatively constant since the beginning of workforce education in our state.   
 
Courtesy of Ted Summey 
 
Figure 3. Relationship of Work-based Education to CTE. 
 
Ted Summey also sketched a hierarchical pyramid to better articulate the different 
types of work-based learning.  Again, Figure 4 has been adapted from his original sketch. 
 
Courtesy of Ted Summey 
 
Figure 4. Types of Work-based Education. 
CTE	
Classroom
CTSOWBL
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Each of the named layers above represent the established work-based learning 
experiences available to secondary students today.  As you move from bottom to top on 
the diagram, the programs become more formal, are longer in duration, and are more 
closely aligned with the business and industry partner.  Again, while some of the labels of 
activities have changed over generations, the nature of them has not. 
Trends in Work-based Education 
In some ways, CTE has come full circle in its attention to WBE.  The focus on 
work-based learning projects in Agriculture and Home Economics during the early and 
middle part of the 20th century is once again seen as effective instructional models in the 
modern program areas of CTE (Winborne, 2015).  At the same time, CTE has evolved 
into a much more inclusive, rigorous and comprehensive curricular program (Gordon, 
2014). 
The future of work-based learning is uncertain.  While there seems to be a 
pendulum swing back toward a secondary education system that values and promotes 
these experiences, the necessary formal policy and funding structures are not yet in place.  
The leaders and experts in our state with whom I spoke paint a portrait of an educational 
system in desperate need of more relevant, authentic experiences for high school 
students.  If we continue to promote post-secondary education without providing students 
opportunities to experience different possibilities in the workforce, then we will continue 
to cultivate two groups of students.  First, we will see a growing population of students 
who will enroll in 4-year colleges and who may or may not graduate with relevant 
degrees, and who will end up with significant student loan debt and be underemployed.  
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The second, larger group will graduate high school and likely never secure a certificate, 
endorsement, diploma or associates degree, and they will lack employable skills.  An 
underemployed and overeducated young workforce will be detrimental to the long-term 
health of our economy and society.  Furthermore, it does not allow the vast majority of 
high school students and young adults the chance to explore, find and develop talents in 
an authentic environment.  Learning, applying skills, finding gainful employment, and 
securing financial stability are all part of one’s overall quality of life and happiness.  One 
of America’s greatest educators, Booker T. Washington, reminded us of how this type of 
fulfillment can be achieved.  It is as true today as it perhaps was when he wrote it in 
1938: 
Happily the world has at last reached the point where it no longer feels that in 
order for a person to be a great scholar he has got to read a number of textbooks 
and that he has got to master a certain number of foreign languages; but the world 
has come to the conclusion that the person who has learned to use his mind . . . 
that the person who has mastered something, who understands what he is doing, 
who is master of himself in the classroom, out in the world, master of himself 
everywhere, that person is a scholar. (Gordon, 2014, p. 32) 
 
Conclusion 
This historical analysis of work-based education in North Carolina indicates that 
while there has been a clear evolutionary timeline, some older and traditional practices 
have resurfaced as potential benchmarks for future considerations.  In recent history, the 
pendulum of public educational policy swung toward an emphasis on preparing students 
academically for college.  Budgetary pressures also limited specialized work-based 
education activities in the world of CTE.  According to the expert practitioners who 
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participated in the oral history portion of my study, these two factors heavily influenced 
program models and restricted the types and availability of work-based education for 
secondary students.  The practitioners also described how more recently, the CTE 
programs have modernized and expanded to include high-skill programs with more 
rigorous technical requirements.  These specialized course offerings provide clearer 
pathways to careers that may or may not include four-year university degrees.  
Accompanying these changes is a resurgence in prioritizing work-based education to 
support the technical activities.  Many of the experts I spoke with also expressed how 
valuable the work-based learning can be to develop skills for all careers, such as 
communication, collaboration, responsibility and reliability. 
In the next chapter, I will examine how the individual accounts of students 
currently participating in work-based education fit in the context of the historical 
perspectives of these expert practitioners.   
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CHAPTER V 
 
FINDINGS: VOICES OF TODAY’S STUDENTS 
 
The findings in the previous chapter provided a history of work-based education 
in North Carolina gathered through the oral history testimony offered by expert 
practitioners.  In this chapter, I present the findings from my general interpretivist 
qualitative research that I used to investigate the perceptions of twenty high school 
students currently participating in a work-based education program called Career and 
Technical Education (CTE) Internships.  I interviewed the students to understand how 
their reported experiences with internships related to their attitudes about high school and 
their post-secondary plans.  In addition to individual interviews, I also conducted focus 
group interviews with a portion of the twenty students, and then observed four of the 
students in their workplace settings.  After collecting the interview data, I used qualitative 
analysis software to organize common themes by organizing excerpts of student accounts 
into eight different codes.  Some of these codes were broken down into additional sub-
categories  
To present my research data in this chapter, I divided the interview and focus 
group findings into eight main themes or topics.  I thoroughly describe each of these 
themes by providing supporting statements and accounts from the participants.  After 
presenting the themes representative of my study’s interview and focus group data, I 
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provide a brief overview of my findings from my four site visits.  I conclude the chapter 
with a summary of the data. 	
Themes from Student Participants 
As the data gathering process proceeded, it was immediately obvious how several 
common themes emerged.  Despite the diverse backgrounds of the students, and the 
different types of internships they experienced, they began repeating common refrains 
when providing their accounts and opinions.  These common threads became codes by 
which I was able to organize and categorize particular topics and sub-topics.  In some 
cases, I was able to use names for these codes that came directly from the students’ 
statements, and in other cases I coined phrases or descriptive words which I thought best 
suited the information that was gathered. 
 Initially, I found myself drawn toward specific topics (or codes) that seemed 
positive in nature, or ones which cast the experience in a positive light.  However, as the 
number of interviews increased, and the focus groups were able to expand their 
conversations on specific areas, I also became aware of several very specific themes that 
the students identified as not favorable, and even troublesome in nature.  In these cases, I 
was reminded of the importance of being aware of my own positionality, and making 
sure that I allowed the students’ own voices to speak for themselves.  My only filter 
needed to be the research questions themselves. 
 I did encounter some outlier data in this research, and areas where there was very 
little information to inform specific parts of my research questions.  In these cases, I 
assigned codes that were used infrequently, but tagged as significant data nonetheless.  
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By the end of the data collection and analysis process, I identified eight primary or 
‘parent’ codes.  Of these eight, six had ‘child’ codes, which contained subsets of the main 
idea or theme which was identified.  There was a total of nineteen child codes, which 
allowed me to further categorize and sort the data.  Table 6 contains a complete list of the 
codes and the frequency of identification.  
 
Table 6 
Theme-Based Coding: Frequency and Percentage of Total 
Code Frequency Percentage of Total 
Empowerment: 13 5.7 
Freedom 7 3.0 
Responsibility 22 9.6 
Self-pride 6 2.6 
Being Productive: 10 4.4 
Helping People 7 3.0 
Making Money 11 4.8 
Staying Busy 5 2.2 
Real Life or Real World: 19 8.3 
Hands-on 4 1.8 
Building Skills 10 4.4 
Relationships: 13 5.7 
Peers (other students) 9 3.9 
Parents 11 4.8 
Boss & Coworkers 9 3.9 
Teachers 4 1.8 
Future Plans: 3 1.3 
Careers 5 2.2 
Graduation 4 1.8 
Difficulties and Struggles: 17 7.5 
Time Management 11 4.8 
Demands of Job 15 6.6 
Uncertainty 3 1.3 
Waste of Time 2 0.9 
Gender: 4 1.8 
Race: 4 1.8 
Total 228 100% 
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 These codes represented the central themes of my findings.  When assigning 
codes, I included all transcription media gathered in both the individual interviews and 
focus groups.  I describe each of these central themes in more detail below 
Empowerment 
Listening to high school students talk about their lives and their experiences in 
high school is a privilege.  It reminds me of the critical role educators have in carefully 
designing and implementing programs of study, and the influence we have on their 
futures.  It also proved that many students can be highly reflective about their own lives 
and experiences.  Throughout the interviews and during my interactions with students on-
site in their internships, I heard language and detected emotional signals about the topic 
of empowerment.  Many teenagers yearn for the idea of gaining more autonomy and self-
determination.  Students in high school who are at or beyond their eighteenth birthday 
face the excitement of becoming adults.  Yet at the same time, they often find themselves 
confined by and bound to the same structures and rules of their younger adolescent 
classmates.  Being treated like minors, while being legally classified as an adult, is a 
conflicting predicament.  Many of the students I interviewed expressed this tension and 
appreciated how the internship provided an opportunity to be autonomous.  Jamal, a 
Black male who works at a local fast food restaurant, explains:  
Having more flexibility in your schedule and basically being able to have freedom 
and leave when you choose.  Being able to schedule your own work and not have 
to sit in a class and have someone give you deadlines, stuff like that.  
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Not only did the students appreciate the opportunity to be “free,” but in some 
cases, they understood that with this freedom came a new opportunity.  Landon, a White 
male who works at a local auto parts store, described it this way: 
The internship, well, it gives you more freedom.  You can go out, and you can 
work, but you got to have the mentality and the things that do right when you get 
that freedom.  During the class, you got a teacher standing right there over your 
shoulder.  Internship, you don’t.  You get to go out, and you get to actual have fun 
while you work.  
As more students expressed similar sentiments, I discovered there were nuances 
in their experiences related to empowerment.  Some students focused on the freedom it 
provided, as mentioned above.  Others acknowledged the responsibility, as again was the 
case for Jamal: 
It’s . . . you have freedom, basically.  You can manage your time the way you 
want to do it.  I think it prepares you to take responsibility for how you want to 
earn your credits and stuff like that instead of sitting in a classroom and having to 
sit there and just listen the whole time. 
Taking charge and owning your actions and decisions seemed very appealing to 
these students, in a way that they claim doesn’t always happen in a traditional classroom 
setting. 
One student, Harmony, who is Multi-racial, divulged to me that she had been 
diagnosed with a mild form of autism.  She struggles with her disorder, and knows it has 
affected her ability to succeed in school.  She spoke at length about her internship 
experience at a local fast food restaurant, where she worked as a Hostess.  Her primary 
job was greeting customers, cleaning tables, and attending to the diners’ needs while they 
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ate.  In the individual interview, she described the enormous sense of pride she had when 
she first secured the job: 
 
Harmony:   I’ve been going to this [fast food restaurant] all my life, so I knew 
this is where I want to first start.  I went to the interview, I found out 
they had interviews on Tuesdays and Thursdays.  I went to my first 
interview, and they interviewed me.  Then 3 other people 
interviewed me when they called me back about 2 weeks later. 
 
Researcher: Were you excited? 
 
Harmony: I was very excited. 
 
Researcher: 2 weeks is a long time to wait, though, isn’t it? 
 
Harmony: It is. 
 
Researcher: How did you feel while you were waiting? 
 
Harmony: It was pretty scary, but I had confidence that I was going to get it. 
 
This excerpt illustrates how securing an entry level job at a fast-food restaurant 
can have a powerful impact on the sense of self-pride and dignity of a high school student 
with a disability.  Work-based learning activities such as this can have a significant 
impact on the life of a young person.  Securing gainful employment and being successful 
outside of the school environment in the adult world was very powerful for this student. 
Angela, who took on an internship at the community wellness center working 
with the afterschool and summer camps, reflects the impact of the experience again.  She 
described her experience as one where empowerment, responsibility and self-pride all 
connected. 
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[At school] The teacher’s in control and then when I’m at work I’m in control and 
that I have these kids that are like in my care at the time.  I guess it is a difference 
there.  On the job you can learn things about yourself and it kind of clicks by 
yourself and then in school you have teachers like you have to know this.  They’re 
sitting there telling you. [At work] I guess you learn on your own. 
I coded the theme of empowerment in the data 48 out of 238 total notations, 
making it one of the more frequent topics of discussion mentioned by the students.   
Real Life or Real World 
Work-based learning experiences, and internships in particular, are considered to 
be authentic because they exist in an actual workplace, where students are performing 
many of the same duties and tasks that are required by full-time employees.  This differs 
from a classroom-learning environment, where students typically spend their time 
practicing skills or acquiring knowledge through simulation or constructed scenarios.  
Despite this, school is not an artificial environment.  It is a very real experience that is an 
integral part of our society.  It is a shared experience that is common to most everyone in 
our society.  Participants in this study still differentiated the two experiences by thinking 
of school as a preparation for something that comes afterwards.  Preparation leads to 
action, and in the case of the internships, the students frequently used words and phrases 
like “real life” or “real world,” or “actual job” or “real job” to describe an ultimate 
purpose or goal after education. 
Tyler, one of the interviewees, ranks near the top of her class.  She takes 
challenging courses and participates in many different clubs and activities.  She is an 
officer in the Future Farmers of America, a member of the Student Government 
Association, in the Art Club, a member of the National Honor Society, and two sport-
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athlete, and has a busy hobby of breeding and selling hunting dogs with her family.  She 
is what most would consider an accomplished high school student, fully engaged and 
successful academically and in many extracurricular activities.  She also works at a fast 
food restaurant for her internship, and describes how she sees school versus work in this 
way:  
When going to work, I do get more hands on.  I can actually work, and I’m 
actually experiencing it in the real world, where here at school, in class, they just 
prepare me for the real world.  They’re just preparing me to go out there, but the 
job is actually sending me out there to do it. 
Jaden, a Black female, is also a good student.  With successful grades and a 
challenging course load, she plans to attend college and have a career in the medical 
field.  She works 15 - 20 hours a week for her internship experience as an associate at a 
local trampoline park.  She also uses the same language to differentiate the school and 
work experience, but also touches on skill development that is not always a focus in 
school. 
I feel like [the trampoline park], the job, teaches me a lot more about real life 
stuff, like hands on, like how to deal with people whenever they get angry, and 
how to be cordial, and asking my bosses for time off, you’re going to have to be 
professional with that, and stuff like that.  School of course just gives you 
knowledge, how to math and give change back and stuff like that, so it’s like, 
yeah, you need both, but they’re both two totally different sides. 
Jaden went on to describe how interactions with customers helped her develop 
confidence with communicating, solving problems, and resolving conflict.   
Some customers get really angry a lot.  It seems like that kind of place really 
lends itself to people wanting discounts like on their time to jump and stuff and so 
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whenever their discounts don’t work or their coupons, they get really angry, and 
that’s never fun.  It’s kind of in a bad area too, so you’re going to have to deal 
with people who aren’t necessarily nice.  You get that too sometimes where 
people are just kind of mean and rude and you have to know how to deal with it 
and fix it without it causing a whole bunch of drama. 
Maria is an athlete, and not in the typical sense.  She is a star player for the girls’ 
soccer team, and runs track quite well, but aside from school sports participates in 
amateur boxing.  She has a winning record of 5-2, and also brags of an unofficial defeat 
of her male cousin in the same weight class.  Maria works as a waitress at a restaurant for 
her internship, and reflects on her school versus work experience this way: 
Well, in my opinion, I think the working environment is actually really good for 
students because that way, they learn how our parents actually work for our 
money, and then that it’s not that easy and they also learn a lot from real work.  
Even a lot from people like customers who come in, there’s a whole bunch of talk 
with different people.  Then they just tell you stories or they give you advice of 
life and stuff that you can make use of it if you want to, and if not, then okay but 
you learned a lot there with life experiences. 
Braxston is a White male senior who doesn’t have plans to go to a four-year 
university.  He described his high school experience as being “a little rough,” but at the 
same time says, “I like this school.  They have good principals and peers and stuff.”  He 
enjoys working and has had many odd jobs during his teenage years.  For many years, he 
helped his stepfather with his lawn care business, mowing grass and landscaping.  He 
also worked a stint as a cashier at a local fast food restaurant.  Recently, he began his 
internship at the nearby package shipping company distribution center.  He works second 
shift as a logistics technician, helping organize and process shipments.  His opinion about 
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the value of his internship also ties into the notion of “real world”, and the importance of 
gaining practical experience.  Braxston offers his opinion about what this means to him: 
I don’t think high school is strict as they need to be to prepare people for the real 
world because there’s a bunch of things kids do here [at high school] that they 
should get in more trouble or more action done or get some so they recognize that 
it’s not right, it’s wrong.  It [the internship] gives you more opportunity to interact 
with real world situations . . . [at the shipping company] . . . and you’re with the 
same people every day.  I see different people every day and different attitudes 
every day and different situations every day.  Today it’s not going to be the same. 
I’m not going to have the same situation I did yesterday.  I go through different 
obstacles every day.  Here [at high school] it’s kind of the same routine every day, 
same thing.  With [the shipping company] and the CTE internship I have to write 
down what I did.  As I’m writing I think of other ways I could’ve done it 
differently or better or not done this or done that instead.  It’s making me think 
about and learn from it. 
Clearly, his reflections are linked to this idea that what he is doing at his job is 
beneficial in preparing him for his future in a practical and meaningful way. 
Two other students expressed some frustration in not understanding the 
connection of what is taught in school and how it will help them in the “real world.”  
Jesus, a Hispanic male with an interest in technology and computers, expressed this 
concern about his high school curriculum:   
Why not teach everything you need in life, but you teach math, AP Calculus when 
you’re not really going to go into the field? It doesn’t make sense.  Why do they 
make us take these classes? 
Samantha, a White female who works at a community wellness center helping 
supervise the youth afterschool and camp programs, echoed this same sentiment: 
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At the internships, they’re teaching me about life, and at school I’m just learning 
English, right now I’m learning Hamlet.  That’s not going to help me in life.  My 
kids, they’re helping me in life and they’re helping me to grow up. 
The disconnect between school and preparation for life afterwards was a common 
theme among the high school student participants.  As evidenced by the comments from 
these students, it is sometimes difficult for them to see practical applications for what 
they are learning in the classroom.  Many students separate the internship experience 
from the school experience and provide a contrasting description of each.  However, for 
John, a White male, there seemed to be a complementary connection, and an awareness 
of why both are important. 
[at the internship] You don’t have to worry about homework and classwork.  It’s 
like you show up and you get hands-on experience.  You show up and if 
something needs to be done and you don’t know how to do it, you get taught.  
That way the next time you need to do it, you’ll know.  It’s like real world 
experience.  It’s almost like I’m working.  It’s not even really a class to me.  I 
don’t think of it as a class.  I feel like it’s working because I have hours I have to 
log.  I have things I have to do.  I have a boss.  I treat it like a job but I also 
remember that it’s a class too. 
So, while some might consider the Oakes (1985) argument that CTE is a separate 
track of study reserved only for low skill, low wage jobs for minorities, students such as 
John see it instead as an authentic endeavor which helps prepare him for a productive 
adult life. 
Being Productive 
Yet another theme emerged that associated value and positive outcomes with the 
internship experience.  Whenever students described results or outcomes, or described 
how they felt a sense of achievement or accomplishment, I coded it under the phrase of 
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“being productive.”  There were several child codes under this umbrella, including 
“helping people,” “making money,” and simply “staying busy.” 
Harmony, a Multi-racial female with an autism disorder discussed previously, 
described one of these accomplishments with deep emotion and conviction.  When asked, 
“What are some of the best things about work, about doing this internship?”, she looked 
directly in my eyes, and without hesitating, responded, “Serving others and putting others 
first, and being there for people when they need you, or being able to talk to them.”  I was 
somewhat surprised by this very direct and powerful answer, especially since she works 
as a hostess in a fast food restaurant, which many in society tend to equate with menial 
labor.  In fact, Harmony herself sees great value in being able to attend to people’s needs 
at her job, and demonstrates pride accordingly.  
Angela, a White female, completes her internship by working as a teacher 
assistant in an elementary school that is located beside her high school.  Interested in a 
career as an educator, it was no surprise that a source of satisfaction for her was helping 
her students.  When asked about what she likes about her internship, she explains: 
I guess like when I help other students out, like if I understand something and 
they don’t, I kind of see myself as helping others.  Then when they get it and I 
know that they get it, then I guess that gives me something to look forward to, it 
makes me really happy. 
Samantha, a White female who works at a community wellness center, also talked 
about this same feeling.  Although she found herself somewhat stressed with the younger 
children, other patrons inspired her. 
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They [young kids in afterschool care] test my patience every day.  Lifeguarding is 
different, in the mornings, they have a water aerobics class, it’s mostly older 
women.  They look so happy, and that makes me look forward to getting to their 
age.  It just could change my life completely.  I love it. 
Not every student had such altruistic views regarding what it meant to be 
productive.  For many, it was all about the money.  In some cases, the students explained 
that they were actually helping support their family.  Tyler, a White student who plans to 
attend East Carolina University to pursue a career as an educator, explained her difficult 
financial and family situation.   
Yeah.  Trying to save for college, and I pay all my own bills now.  I pay my car 
insurance, I help pay my phone bill.  My parents need something, I help them 
because my dad’s been disabled four years.  My step mom, she’s disabled as well.  
My mom’s not in the picture.  I have to try to work to help them out.  I don’t 
really want to have that burden on them of, “her insurance is due tomorrow,” or, 
“Hey, her cellphone is billed tomorrow.  Hey, she needs gas in her car.” I don’t 
really want them to have to struggle with that, because I want to be able to help 
them, because I know that they don’t have it.  I don’t have that option. 
Jaden, a Black female who doesn’t face quite the same financial pressures, but 
still faces pressures to be financially independent, told me about her situation with regard 
to making money. 
I’m trying to save for a car, and my parents are like, “Okay, you want a car, you 
got to work.” I was like, “I don’t know if I can do this,” but it’s okay, I’m saving 
and I’m going to get a car soon, so yeah.  That’s another thing I’ve learned, is 
saving.  Now that I have money, I never really had large amounts of money 
before, and now I’m having to learn to save and budget my money.  Like okay, I 
want to go out, but should I? Stuff like that.  I’m still trying to work through that. 
Others simply saw the internship as a means to an end.  Samantha, a White 
female, told me the reason for doing the internship in a single sentence: “I want to make 
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money, a lot of money.”  A few others saw making money as a good way to learn about 
financial planning.  Maria, a Hispanic female, explained it this way: 
It gives you the opportunity to actually go out there and experience working, 
which is not easy as people assume.  Then it also helps you know how to manage 
your money because some students, they just ask and ask their parents but they 
don’t really know how they get it or what they have to go through.  That way, 
they actually know and then they have to see, “Oh.  I have only this amount.  I 
have 7 days to let it go,” like for gas money and all the other things you need. 
Seven other students mentioned making money as one of the reasons for 
participating in the internship.  Most of these did not focus on it as a primary reason, but 
rather as a side benefit.  Maria said, “It’s better than just staying in class like you would 
and then if you have a job you can make money rather than studying.” 
 Not every internship was a fully paid experience.  A few volunteered or received 
a nominal stipend for their participation.  In a few of these cases, students explained they 
simply liked to keep their time occupied.  It is not uncommon for many seniors to have a 
partial load of classes.  Having already satisfied nearly all of their graduation 
requirements, many seniors take only two or three classes during the four-period day.  
This frees up their daily schedule considerably, and participating in an internship can be a 
good way to fill that time.  Braxston talked about why he thinks it is important to stay 
busy: 
For some people I think it is a bad thing for them because they don’t have a job 
and they’re just bull crapping, doing nothing, just causing trouble or doing 
whatever.  Others I think is a good thing because you can go start work early.  
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He went on to explain,  
I don’t like laying around the house and doing nothing.  Getting out of school at 
1:50, it does me no good if I have nothing to go do.  If I’m going to go burn gas I 
gotta have some way to put it back in.  I do like to work.  Ever since I’ve started 
working I like to stay with it and keep busy. 
High school students describing the importance of “being productive” may seem a 
bit counterintuitive when most think about the stereotypical teenager.  However, these 
students expressed a genuine desire to have worthwhile and fruitful ways to spend their 
time.  Engaging in authentic activities in a work environment outside of school seemed to 
certainly be one way to fulfill that goal. 
Relationships 
Students who participate in the internship program interact with different people 
and in different ways compared to their interactions in the regular school environment.  
During the course of a typical school day, students conduct their activities as subordinates 
to their teachers and administrators.  At their internship site, students are sometimes 
entirely immersed in the adult world.  Their supervisors and peers are usually adults, and 
often times the customers or patrons they serve are adults as well.  This change in 
dynamic from their typical high school day provides an opportunity for different types of 
relationships and interactions to occur.  The students noted these differences and 
explained how they were significant.   
Jesus, a Hispanic male, works at a local supermarket stocking and bagging 
groceries.  He chose to share how his relationship with his supervisor made an impact.   
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She [his supervisor] talked to me about what I could get in life and the experience 
I could build off with it and the meaningfulness of it—like how to get along with 
my coworkers.  I never would have thought I would have made friends like I did 
now.  They allowed me to mature more than I ever thought I would be able to in 
high school.   
He also spoke about the time he spent with the store manager, also a person who 
he cared about and admired at work.  “My manager, he was in two wars.  One in Iraq and 
one in Afghanistan.  When we’re on break he’ll talk about his stories.  I really like being 
around him.” 
Other students talked about the relationship with their coworkers and the 
camaraderie they developed with them as well.  Vonya, a Black female, works second 
shift at a large cosmetic manufacturing company.  Her duties involved working with a 
team of coworkers on a production line that makes lipstick.  She explained why she liked 
her work environment in this way:   
I would say people at work, if you are surrounded by the right people, surround 
yourself around the right people, then you wouldn’t have a problem doing 
anything, because they would encourage you, they would make sure you get 
everything done.  I think that’s what helped me most of all, the people I 
surrounded myself by. 
They also noted how other adults like their parents and teachers thought about 
their experience, and the opportunities it presented them.  Jaden, a Black female, talked 
about how her parents felt about the internship in this way:  
Oh yeah, I told my parents about it and they were like, “That is amazing.” I was 
planning on working anyway, so then whenever I found out I could have this, it’s 
like 10 times better, like that’s awesome.  They think it’s really great.  I haven’t 
really told any of my other family, I let my parents know about it.  Yeah, they 
thought it was great. 
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Jaden also shared how her work supervisor viewed the opportunity, as she described:  
 
They’re like, “Oh my gosh, I wish my school had that, that sounds awesome.” My 
boss is really for it.  They’re like, “That’s awesome.  That’s great.  Anything you 
need as far as hours and stuff, let me know.  We’ll definitely work with you.” 
They all think it’s really cool you can get a credit for having a job. 
Landon, a White male who completed his internship at a local auto parts store, did 
not elaborate quite as much, but said, “He [the supervisor] likes the program.  He thinks 
it’s a good experience for the students.”  He also went on to describe an incident with a 
customer that turned out to be the beginning of an unexpected relationship: 
Yeah.  I was actually installing a battery for this lady she had just bought.  She 
was on her daughter’s car, and her husband was in the military.  She don’t know 
how to change a battery, so it was the original battery in that car since the 
manufacture date—which was ‘07, I do believe.  When I opened the hood and 
took the battery cover off, it was like a pile of acid sitting on top of it.  Two or 
three inches deep, so I had to put on my PPE, which is protective personal 
equipment.  I got to remove the acid, and then we had to dispose it in the right 
way.  When I was undoing the battery, I went through a lot of trouble with it, but 
that’s my job.  I did it, and they actually gave me $15 for doing it…Yep.  I got the 
job done.  Everybody else didn’t want to take the battery, jump on it and change 
it, so I was like, “I got you.” I did it.  Since then she’s come back to see me two 
more times.  She gave me a card too.  I’ve met some really cool people.  There’s 
some really nice people out there. 
Landon expressed tremendous pride and joy when describing this interaction and 
getting to know his customer.  It was a clear illustration of how the internship opportunity 
can lead to unique relationships while in the workplace setting. 
Vonya, a Black female, was eager to share how her family felt about the 
internship as well.  Her long shift at Revlon cosmetics manufacturing facility was taking 
its toll, and she began to question whether she should continue the work.  She knew that 
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she felt supported by her family for taking on this extra role, explaining, “My mama was 
proud.” Nonetheless, she still explained how she struggled with the situation. 
Yes.  I talk to my aunt.  We was talking about the long hours and I told her I said, 
“It’s very stressful,” because at one point I wanted to quit and just say I didn’t 
want to do it no more.  I was like, “No I’m going to just do it for this semester and 
go ahead.” I talked to her and she was like that I was being responsible enough to 
put my life together, I take the responsibility.  She was proud too.  I was happy.  
She was like that she never seen nobody . . . Because most of the people I met at 
work, they was like they ain’t never seen no high school student that got off at 2 
[2:00 pm] and they had to come straight to work and get off at 1 [1:00 am].  
Everybody was like, that was a life changer right there. 
So, while her challenging schedule was difficult, the relationship with her family 
and coworkers, and their moral support helped her see the bigger picture and persevere. 
John, a White male who worked with the school’s technology department, noticed 
how his role in tech support allowed him to develop relationships and interact with his 
peers in a way that he did not ordinarily get to do.  His high school is a one-to-one 
environment, and students can bring their MacBook to a special tech-support office for 
assistance during the school day.  Part of John’s assignment was to serve as a support 
technician for his peers. 
I get to work with all the kids starting from ninth grade to twelfth grade.  
Anybody who ever comes in [to the tech department] and needs any help, I get to 
work with them.  I get to learn what they do, what they like while I’m fixing 
something.  We’ll have small talk.  And I get to work with senior techs across the 
county.  It’s not like you just go and you see that one class a day and some other 
class.  I have a regular class.  I sit in there, and I don’t really talk to everybody 
because I’m not there to talk.  I’m there to listen and learn.  But when I’m there in 
the internship, you get to talk to them [the other students].  You get to learn some 
things from them.  You get to talk to them while you’re helping them do 
something.  It’s an awesome experience because you get to see everybody in one 
class period instead of seeing the same thirty people every day at the same time. 
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High school students are traditionally accustomed to interacting with adults while 
in school, however in nearly every instance it is with a teacher or administrator to whom 
they are subservient.  While in the work-based learning environment, they may interact 
with other adults as peers, which can provide interesting and unique opportunities for 
new relationships.  These relationships can often lead to opportunities for personal 
growth and a broadening of social and emotional perspectives. 
Future Plans 
During the interviews, the topic of “future plans” usually came up in the 
conversation.  When prompted to talk about their high school experience in general, the 
students usually described what they were planning to do after graduation, and how they 
were preparing themselves.  But for this theme, I was more interested in learning how the 
internship experience may have impacted these plans, or changed the way the students 
thought about or planned for their future.  Based on their responses, this influence seemed 
to manifest in two main areas: long-range career plans, or more immediate plans related 
to achieving graduation on time. 
Tyler, a White female, works at a local fast food restaurant.  With almost a full 
year’s experience there, she considers her work role to require considerable leadership 
skills, especially when it comes to addressing the large employee turnover and constant 
training of new hires.  She aspires to be a school teacher one day, and made an immediate 
connection between her work duties and her future career plans. 
Even though I’m not in a team leader position, I still have the same roles as one.  
We had new people coming in constantly, because they hire so many new people.  
There’s always six or seven, when I come in every week, I’m like, “Where’d you 
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guys come from?” I always have to teach them, “This is how you clean this,” or, 
“This is how you’re supposed to do this,” or, “Maybe you need to be a little bit 
nicer with the customer.  Try saying this instead.”  I’m always doing that, and I’m 
always preparing things, like at nighttime, I’m shutting things down and I’m 
teaching people how to do that.  It’s just taught me how to teach people and be a 
leader the way I need to be when I need to teach, to be able to stand up and say 
what I think is right, and stand up to teach these people what they need to be able 
to do.” 
Others students besides Tyler made connections between their internship and 
career plans, and not just because they see how they complement one another.  Jaden, a 
Black female, also felt motivated and energized with career plans based on what the 
internship taught her about what she likes and does not like to do.  Although working at a 
local trampoline park might seem like a fun place for a teenager to work and hang out, it 
informed her about future plans in two ways: 
I know it makes me want to go to college, because I don’t want to do this, I don’t 
want to work at [the trampoline park] for the rest of my life.  I know that’s really 
encouraged me, like, “Okay Jaden, you really need to go to college because if you 
don’t, this is where you’re going to be,” that’s not where I want to stay, so that’s 
definite.  I like to be around people a lot, like to socialize and stuff, so I definitely 
want to do something with people which I already knew that, but this job proved 
that.  I was like, okay, I really like the parties, I like being around the parents and 
the kids and all that. 
So, she was basically able to see what was positive about the job: working with 
people.  But she also realized that that setting and type of work was not a long-term 
desire. 
Landon, a White male who works at an auto parts store, sees a direct connection 
with his internship and career plans.  A self-proclaimed “gear-head,” he explained, 
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It’s [the internship] going to give me the ASE certification.  It guarantees me a job 
when I come out if I want to, if I want to take it, but I don’t know.  It all depends 
because I want to start on my own path, my own journey.  Then again, it would 
probably help me to start out somewhere else in another place so I can see how 
it’s ran, and then I know if I want to open my own shop or work for a garage.  
Also, June 29th, I start at WyoTech [Auto-Tech College] in Pennsylvania, 
automotive college.  It’s a nine-month course.  Then when I come out, hopefully, 
I can start my own business, my own shop. 
Jackie was a lover of all animals and the natural sciences and hoped to one day be 
a Veterinary Technician.  A Black female, she discussed her interesting hobby of raising 
Madagascar Hissing Cockroaches.  Her collection exceeded 200, and she talked about 
how pet-like they have become to her.  “They don’t like when it’s raining, or if my room 
gets too cold.  It’s like they communicate with me, we have an interesting relationship.”  
Jackie was not able to graduate on time in four years, and at one time even considered 
dropping out of high school.  However, she did persevere and part of the reason appears 
to have been due to her experiences with her internship, where she volunteered at a local 
veterinarian clinic, and the counseling she received from the adults at her school. 
All my teachers and my counselors kept telling me, I could have been graduated.  
I could have graduated last year.  I was like, no, I didn’t want to.  This year, I was 
like, maybe I can.  I’m a senior.  I only need one class, that’s English IV.  We was 
talking about colleges and the internship.  I wanted to go to NC State.  That has 
been my goal since forever.  When I talked about that with her [guidance 
counselor], it was like, I wanted to go there, but then, it was other options that are 
better, and I wouldn’t have to go to school for 4 years.  I could go to school for 
two.  She told me to go home and look up some more information and come back.  
My original plan was in January, I graduate early.  Then, I start working, and I 
start volunteering.  By the time college rolls back around, I get into college, and I 
start college.  Now, I’m thinking, it’s going to be more. 
Making plans for the future is something we all do, and these students were no 
exception.  Nearly every one of them exhibited behaviors or expressly talked about 
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engaging in planning for their life ahead.  However, not every student made a connection 
between the internship and their planning.  In fact, I only identified this code 12 times out 
of the total set of 228, or less than 6% of the time, which was the lowest frequency of all 
codes.  Also, I only identified it existing for 8 of the 20 students of whom I interviewed. 
Difficulties 
Not every student had positive things to share about their experience with the 
internship.  In fact, there were a few that described it in very unfavorable or dismissive 
terms.  These perspectives usually fell into one of five sub-groups: demands of the job; 
time management; too easy/easy grade; uncertainty; and, a waste of time. 
Some students felt considerable pressure and stress from the demands of their job.  
In some cases, the students experienced unpleasantness that was clearly objectionable.  
Cheyenne, a Black female, works at a fast food chain and provided a summary of some 
difficult encounters with customers: 
I’ve seen a lot.  My only experiences just the rudeness coming out of their mouth.  
I’ve seen a lady take trash out of her car and throw it into the window at a 
coworker in the drive-through.  That’s where all the rudeness comes in at.  Front 
counter is not bad.  The rudeness comes from drunks, coming in testing you out, 
or maybe just rude people in general that are mad because they waited in line.  
Not my fault.  I just take your order and your money.  Mad because we didn’t 
quite understand you and it’s wrong.  Those are the bad times. 
She went on later to explain how she felt vulnerable and ill-equipped to handle 
certain situations.  During the occasion she spoke of, her emotions showed through as she 
gestured and motioned pleadingly with her arms and hands, adding exasperated sighs for 
emphasis. 
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It’s not easy because you have to control your attitude and you have to also make 
sure that the customers are pleased and it’s not as easy as it seems because people 
want different things.  Then that you are a high school student, you don’t really 
know how to handle all situations.  It also takes a toll on you.  Maybe the manager 
is not available in the bathroom maybe.  If a customer is urgent about getting their 
problem solved, it’s hard to understand what to do. 
Tyler, a White female and also an employee at a fast food restaurant, shared 
similar accounts of difficult relations with customers.  
There was a guy who came through the drive thru last week, he had a blunt 
[marijuana cigarette] in his hand.  He was like, “Do you have a lighter?” “No, sir, 
I’m sorry.” “Can you take it to the back and light it on the stove?”  I thought he 
was joking.  He wasn’t.  He called and complained about how disrespectful I was 
and how bad my attitude was, but I seriously thought he was kidding.  They also 
don’t prepare you for the customers who come through and pay for a $20 meal in 
all nickels, and they get mad because it takes a long time.  Yeah, that’s happened, 
in all nickels.  That was bad.  
She also talked about how these contentious interactions compounded the 
demands of the job, placing considerable added pressure on her life. 
A lot of times, when I am working, for some reason they like to schedule me on 
nights I have a lot of homework due the next day.  I’m like, “Okay.” Another 
thing is that they haven’t given me that promotion I was really hoping for.  That’s 
a drawback, because the business, not owners, but the managers, they can be 
really rude.  I’m just like, you guys need to calm down.  I don’t know.  It’s just a 
drawback trying to handle school and work. 
Jaden, a Black female who works at the trampoline park, talked about some of her 
struggles with her internship as well.  Much like the students working in fast food 
businesses, her position requires a great deal of customer interaction, which sometimes 
leads to conflict.  One afternoon she described an altercation she experienced while 
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hosting a group of children for a birthday party.  Even though she felt she was not to 
blame for the incident, she feared consequences and was frustrated by the turn of events. 
I guess this doesn’t sound super serious, but the mom [customer] really freaked 
out about, like her balloons got popped.  She had a whole bunch of balloons for 
her kid’s party and the balloons got popped and she wanted me to pay for them 
and she tried to claim it was $40.  She got really angry with me, she was like, 
“I’m going to make sure that you lose your job,” and all this stuff.  It was so bad  
. . . I think if you get 3 write ups, you get fired.  It’s kind of like tallies against 
you.  I think they go away after a certain amount of months, but it’s there for a 
while.  If you get written up, it’s going to be on your record for a long time.  You 
definitely don’t want a write up. 
Several students talked about the internship in dismissive terms, implying that is 
was either very easy, or not a valuable experience worthy of course credit.  The structure 
of the program requires students to submit time records, journal entries, work 
performance records, and then complete a final portfolio.  Students wanting to receive 
honors weight for the course must also complete a multimedia presentation and present it 
to a faculty committee.  In at least two instances, the students indicated that these 
requirements were either insignificant or that they were not being held accountable for 
completing the requirements.  Heather, a White female, confided what they had heard 
from fellow students about the internship program, saying, “I know a couple [of students] 
that don’t really have a job.  Really, it’s just a free period and they still get credit for it.”  
Cheyenne, a Black female, also admitted that it was only until the end of the internship 
that she actually understood all of the expectations and requirements.  She explained that 
during the first several weeks of the internship she had no idea what to do.   
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I didn’t know if it was a class that you had and when you didn’t work or if it was 
a class that I had to sit in and then just work after school.  I was confused about 
the whole situation. 
Tyler, a White female student, explained that she really only liked it because they 
could get the “honors credit,” which helped boost her weighted grade point average and 
thereby made her more competitive for admission into college.  
Braxston, a White male, summed up the experience in a direct way by saying,  
It’s easy, it’s simple to do.  Just go to work and do journal entries, write down my 
hours, and turn it in at the end of the month.  I do a presentation at the end of the 
semester.  It’s just simple to me.   
While listening to him during the interview, it was clear that his use of the word 
“simple” was not being used in a flattering way.  He also offered very little reflection on 
the experience and did not elaborate on any questions, basically communicating in a 
polite way that it was not a very valuable experience overall. 
I coded this theme more frequently than any other in the data, and it was also 
included as a code for 16 of the 20 participants, the second highest behind the theme of 
‘real life’ or ‘real world.’  This is not to say that there is a strong correlation between 
students experiencing ‘difficulties’ and participating in the internship, but rather simply 
an acknowledgement that many of the students provided data that fit into this descriptor 
when prompted with the interview and focus group questions.  
Gender, Race, and Ethnicity 
I had anticipated that addressing the topics of gender, race, and ethnicity with 
student participants would be a delicate matter.  However, during the interviews and 
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discussions there was no visible awkwardness or outward reluctance by any of the 
students to engage in this topic.  Usually, one of two things occurred when the subject 
came up.  When I asked participants about how race, ethnicity, or gender affected their 
internship experience, either students shrugged their shoulders and said, “not at all”, or 
they candidly offered their opinion.  In the focus group sessions this was particularly 
interesting because the students talked about this topic openly in front of their peers. 
Jesus, a Hispanic male student working at a local supermarket, talked about his 
expectations of interactions with those of other races and ethnicities.  He expressed a bit 
of surprise at the way in which he was welcomed into the workplace.  He referenced his 
White female supervisor when he offered these remarks: 
She talked to me about what I could get in life and the experience I could build 
off with it and the meaningfulness of it is like my coworkers.  I never would have 
thought I would have made friends like I did now.  They [coworkers] allowed me 
to mature more than I ever thought I would be able to in high school. 
Contrastingly, there was another student who did not have a positive experience 
during her internship.  Tyler, a White female, was frustrated and upset with some of the 
racist and sexist situations that she perceived in her workplace, a local fast food 
restaurant: 
Racists and sexism, it’s bad at work.  It’s really . . . Like I said, I’ve straight up 
been told, “You can’t do this because you’re a girl.” Customers talking about, 
“It’s just because you’re White that you won’t do this,” or, “It’s just because 
you’re White because of this,” or, “It’s just because I’m Black that you won’t do 
this.”  I’ve been straight up told that.  It’s kind of bad.  I’ve experienced it my 
whole life.  They talk about White privilege and stuff.  I’m like, here’s a business 
card, fill out an application. [fast food], they might be sexist, but they’re not 
racist.  They will hire anybody.  “Hey, come on, get on board.” I’m like, you 
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wouldn’t call me racist, but here’s a card, you can fill out an application.  They 
will hire you just like they hired me.  I don’t know.  It’s really crappy, especially 
the sexism thing.  Like I said, I worked really, really hard to get where I am today. 
In this case, Tyler perceived the racist encounters mostly with the customers who 
visited the restaurant.  She provided two examples of this occurring while at work: 
I’ve gotten called racist because I apparently took less time with, say, a minority 
instead of somebody that’s White like me.  Like I said, I take the same amount, 
I’m like, in and out.  I’ve been complained that I was racist and stuff.  I’m like, 
no, I’m not, I’m sorry.  I’m taking the same amount of time.  You have people 
who . . . When you make ice cream, there’s a serving protocol for how we have to 
do that.  I make it by protocol and I give it out, “You’re just giving me less 
because I’m Black.” No, I give the same amount to everybody.  I’ve gotten yelled 
at, screamed at.  I’ve gotten somebody thrown a cup at me across the thing.  I’m 
like, “I’m sorry,” because I didn’t give them enough ice or I gave them too much 
ice.  It’s like, okay.  It’s preparing me for the real world.  I’m pretty sure that’s 
going to be what it’s like. 
The four students who did comment on race and gender did so by treating each 
issue separately.  Each provided comments on their personal identity, and also the 
interactions with others while in the workplace.  Of these four, none of them reported 
issues related to discrimination, harassment or racial biases based on their own racial 
identity.  However, one student Tyler, who is White, talked about the perceptions of 
racial identity for certain job positions, explaining that Black or Hispanic persons usually 
held cooking jobs in the restaurant.  She also discussed how issues of race occur with 
customer interactions.  She reported that Black customers had made complaints or 
expressed dissatisfaction and related the matter to their own racial identity.   
Two student participants, both female, did talk about how they felt they were 
treated unfairly because of their gender.  They both reported that they believed they were 
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not given specific opportunities to perform tasks because of their gender.  Tyler, who 
works at fast food restaurant, talked about this in some detail when she was asked, “does 
race or gender have anything to do with problems at work?” 
I think it does.  We have boxes of sauce, I know this is kind of petty sounding, but 
I was like, “Hey Ryan [male co-worker], let me borrow your box cutter.” “No, 
you can’t cut it.” “Why not?” “Because you’re a girl.” I’m like, oh, okay.  Sorry.  
They straight up said that.  Like I said, they don’t ever . . . They have Hispanic 
ladies in the morning working in the kitchen, but at night time, there are no 
women that work in the kitchen, even though like I said, that’s where I wanted to 
work in the beginning, but they wouldn’t put me there.  A lot of women try to 
start off in the kitchen, but they won’t put them in there, I guess.  They’re trying 
to say it’s more heavy lifting and stuff, but I can heavy lift.  I have no problem 
doing that. 
Cheyenne, a Black female who also works in a fast food restaurant, made similar 
remarks when she stated,  
In my workplace, females do the more complicated jobs versus guys take out the 
trash, they [are] working on the grill, stuff like that.  Maybe stocking up all the 
stuff.  Females are taking orders and money.  They [the males] are more simple 
than we are.  The females, they are also cooking.  Just dropping the food in the 
grease or mixing the shake or putting ketchup and mustard on a bond whereas 
guys are over there not doing much. 
It is important to note how the gender and ethnicity of the students varied by 
workplace.  Of the 20 students, six worked in the fast food industry.  Four of these six 
were the same students who provided commentary about race or gender (see Table 7).  Of 
the total 20 student participants who were chosen randomly to match the demographics of 
the school district, approximately one-third, or six students, worked in the fast food 
industry.  Of this six-student fast food subgroup, 83% were Black, Hispanic or multi-
racial, compared to the larger group being only 50% minority.  Also, 83% of this fast 
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food subgroup were female, compared to 60% of the larger group.  Two-thirds or 66% of 
the fast food subgroup also reported issues related to race or gender, compared to 20% for 
the larger group. 
 
Table 7 
Fast Food Subgroup: Race, Gender, and Commentary 
Student Internship Race Gender Commentary 
Jamal Fast Food B M N 
Jackie Fast Food B F N 
Maria Fast Food H F Y 
Tyler Fast Food W F Y 
Cheyenne Fast Food B F Y 
Harmony Fast Food MR F Y 
 
The fast food subgroup can be contrasted with a separate six-student subgroup 
that I called the Career subgroup (see Table 8).  These student participants have 
internships that are more closely related to sectors in the economy that could lead to 
living wage careers. Of the total 20 student participants who were chosen randomly to 
match the demographics of the school district, approximately one-third, or six students, 
worked in the career sub-group.  Of this six-student career subgroup, 17% were Black, 
Hispanic or multi-racial, compared to the larger group being 50% minority.  Also, 50% of 
the career subgroup were female, compared to 60% of the larger group.  None of the 
career subgroup reported issues related to race or gender, compared to 20% for the larger 
group. 
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Table 8 
Career Subgroup: Race, Gender, and Internship Position 
Student Internship Race Gender Commentary 
John Instructional Tech W M N 
Vonya Advanced Mfg. B F N 
Samantha Local health and fitness center  W F N 
Braxston Shipping Company W M N 
Landon Auto Parts Store W M N 
Angela Local health and fitness center W F N 
 
Comparing these two groups of data could bolster Oakes’s (1985, 2008) argument 
that minority students are tracked into certain categories that provide less opportunity for 
developing high skills and opportunities to earn higher wages.  Indeed, the career 
subgroup of student internships that took place in technology, advanced manufacturing, 
or logistics did not report any issues related to race, and were also more complementary 
of the entire experience as a whole. 
However, as previously indicated, these internships were not designed as an entry 
point into a specific career pathway.  Instead, they were meant to allow students an 
opportunity to participate in work activities outside of the school environment, and reflect 
on how those activities could assist them in the future.  Former State Superintendent of 
Public Instruction, Dr. June Atkinson offered this perspective specifically about the value 
of working in the fast food industry, “You know, many people would be surprised to 
know that the training ground for developing teamwork is really the fast food industry.  If 
you think about those jobs, which are mostly held by younger people, it’s all about 
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teamwork.”  For students still in high school, working in the fast food industry can be a 
powerful opportunity to develop soft-skills, earn some extra money, and be a possible 
motivator to seek additional education so they do not get trapped in a minimum wage job 
forever.  It certainly measures up better than having no work experience at all. 
On-Site Observations 
Following the individual and group interviews, I then selected the four students 
with whom I continued my in-depth conversations and observations.  Each of these lasted 
between two and three hours.  I narrowed down the candidates for on-site visits based 
first on their demographics: two male, two female, and at least one African American 
student and one Hispanic student.  I then chose students who had a variety of job types, 
and who also displayed interesting and engaging dialogue during the interviews.  I also 
tried to choose students who reported a variety in the quality of their experiences, so I 
could get differing perspectives on the internship experience.  Once I selected the 
participants, I then created personalized schedules with each one so I could spend time 
with them at their workplace.  I began by reaching out to their site supervisor, making 
sure I had proper authorization to visit the workplace, and explained the purpose of my 
visits.  In most cases, these visits occurred in the late afternoons and early evenings.  In 
one instance, it occurred during the weekend.  At the beginning of each visit, I introduced 
myself to the supervisor and other staff, and set up in a position where I could still 
observe the participant but be as unobtrusive as possible.  I took many notes while on 
site, and carefully recorded the behaviors and comments made by the participants.  
Following each of the four visits, I also added notes and reflections. 
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Site #1: Fast Food Restaurant “Harmony” 
 Harmony is a multi-racial female who works at a local fast food restaurant in 
order to satisfy the requirements for her internship.  She impressed me in the individual 
and focus group interviews.  She spoke slowly and deliberately, and came across as a 
very humble person.  Yet she also projected a unique sense of self-pride and confidence.  
Early on in the individual interview, she told me she had struggled in school because she 
was diagnosed with a mild form of autism, and that she received special services from the 
Exceptional Children’s Program Harmony also came across as a very kind and happy 
person.  She smiled often and talked about how important her family and friends were to 
her.  She was also particularly happy and proud of her internship.  When I asked her how 
she got the job, she beamed and enthusiastically described how it occurred:  
 
Harmony:  I’ve been going to this [fast food restaurant] all my life, so I knew 
this is where I want to first start.  I went to the interview, I found 
out they had interviews on Tuesdays and Thursdays.  I went to my 
first interview, and they interviewed me.  Then three other people 
interviewed me when they called me back about two weeks later. 
 
Interviewer: What did you do to get ready for the interview? 
 
Harmony: I dressed up, prepared my speech of what I wanted to say and stuff. 
 
Interviewer: That was smart.  Why do you think they hired you? 
 
Harmony: I put others before myself.  I can’t explain. [smiling proudly] 
	
While I observed Harmony in the workplace, she demonstrated this same 
enthusiasm and pride.  At first I thought perhaps my presence was affecting her behavior, 
and that she might be seeking my attention, but as time passed during my visit, her 
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behavior did not change, especially as she repeatedly interacted with customers.  Her 
position at the restaurant was as a “hostess.”  It was her job to greet customers, circulate 
through the restaurant, and attend to their needs.  She gave the patrons refills on their 
drinks, brought them condiments, and bused the tables.  She also checked on the 
children’s play area to make sure there were no problems there.   
She explained to me that she was trained to make sure the customers were 
satisfied with their visit, and tend to their needs.  It appeared that she genuinely enjoyed 
the work, and especially in interacting with the customers.  It was also evident that she 
was required to communicate with many different people frequently during her job.  Most 
of these people were strangers, but I did notice on at least two occasions that she seemed 
acquainted and extra friendly with some of the customers.  Afterward, I asked her if they 
were her friends, and she replied that they were just “regular customers” and that she 
liked treating them special. 
While Harmony was not one of the students who reported issues of gender or 
racial discrimination during her internship, I did wonder about how her disability might 
impact her experience.  Because she did not bring the subject up, and because she 
appeared to be so successful at her job, I decided to respect her privacy and not broach 
the subject.  However, I do think that this could be an area to consider for additional 
research. 
Site #2: Trampoline Park “Jaden” 
Jaden is a Black female who works at an indoor trampoline amusement park 
located in the nearby metropolitan area.  Jaden caught my attention primarily because she 
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really did not enjoy her internship very much, yet still talked about the reasons why she 
felt it was a valuable experience.  She is an articulate person who ranks high in her class.  
She has plans to attend college after graduating high school and pursue a degree in the 
medical field.  Her job at the trampoline park is to check guests into the facility and assist 
with customer service, particularly as it relates to special events and parties for children.  
She frequently interacts with the customers and tends to their requests and needs while at 
the facility.  She also helps enforce the rules to prevent guests from becoming injured 
while playing on the equipment.   
This was actually Jaden’s first paid job, and she described how proud she was to 
obtain the position:  
There was a job fair, and so, it wasn’t even like you really need an application, 
you just got your resume and you went straight into the interview, and I 
interviewed with two people and then they called me like a week later and was 
like, “Hey, you got the job.” I was really excited because I was so nervous 
because I have never done an interview before, that was really the first job 
experience ever, and I was so nervous, and I was so excited.  I had been looking 
for a job, but there’s not a lot of places to work around here because it’s so out in 
the country.  I didn’t want to work in fast food because I just, I don’t know, 
grease.  So, when I got that job, I was so excited.  I was like, “Oh my goodness.”  
However, the excitement didn’t last long, as Jaden described how she really ended 
up not enjoying working at the business.  She cited several examples of rude or 
dissatisfied customers as the main reason.  She also realized that this experience made her 
want to attend college and pursue a professional career in health care.  However, during 
my observation at the trampoline park, I noticed that she didn’t seem angry, upset, or 
unhappy to be at work.  Again, I thought perhaps my presence could be impacting her 
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behavior, but I believe that Jaden actually understands that in a role where you are 
required to regularly interact with customers, it was better to at least outwardly display a 
certain level of congeniality.  I asked her about how she felt while at work, and she 
replied that it was fine, but she would be happier when her shift was over.  While there, I 
observed her wiping down plastic padding and other surfaces with cleaner and rags, a 
task she later described to me as being “gross.” 
Ultimately, Jaden’s experience at work seemed like the type of job where the 
biggest benefit was perhaps appreciating the value of developing skills for a professional 
career.  In her own words, she explained how it affected her: 
I know it makes me want to go to college, because I don’t want to do this, I don’t 
want to work at Sky Zone for the rest of my life.  I know that’s really encouraged 
me, like, “Okay, I really need to go to college because if I don’t, this is where I’m 
going to be,” that’s not where I want to stay. 
Site #3: Auto Parts Chain Store “Landon” 
Landon is a White male who has an affinity for all things related to the 
automobile.  He is a self-described “gear head” who finds great satisfaction in working 
with his hands.  He does reasonably well in school, but has struggled in the higher-level 
math and English courses required for graduation.  He plans to enroll in an automotive 
college after finishing high school so he can secure his technical certifications required to 
work in dealership garages.  His CTE internship took place at an auto parts chain store.  
Landon’s job is to serve customers with their auto parts needs.  It occasionally requires 
troubleshooting mechanical issues customers may have.  He also performs basic 
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diagnostic tests on some customers’ vehicles as well as the installation of batteries, fuses 
wiper blades or other easily accessible parts. 
When I first met Landon, he was very enthusiastic about his internship.  He was 
also very excited about finishing high school and was finalizing his plans to attend a post-
secondary program for automotive technologies.  He spoke about how the future of 
automobile service was heading toward electronics and advanced computer technologies, 
something he was eager to learn more about.  Although not an actual garage setting, he 
felt like working at AutoZone was a good way to learn about many different types of 
automobiles, as he explained, “you get every kind of vehicle there.”  However, I did learn 
that shortly after my visit to his work site, he quit his job there and found a new job 
working at an automotive garage, where he had more opportunity to actually repair 
vehicles. 
During my visit to Landon’s workplace, I observed him interacting with dozens of 
customers.  In most cases, he simply served as a cashier, but in a few instances, he 
engaged in complicated technical conversations helping the customer determine what 
they needed.  It obviously required a certain degree of expertise, and also the ability to 
use the store’s computer database to research parts and check on availability and pricing.  
It also required strong communication skills.  In one case, Landon needed to utilize 
logical, deductive reasoning to help the customer identify what the potential problem was 
with their car.  He comported himself well during the time I was there, projecting a sense 
of confidence and self-assuredness that belied his youth.   
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I was able to have a very brief conversation with Landon’s immediate supervisor, 
and he also described Landon as being very knowledgeable and capable with all things 
automotive.  He was impressed with Landon’s willingness to pursue his career interests 
while still in high school.  At this job, Landon was paid almost $10 an hour, and was 
eligible for bonuses based on his completion of company training modules.  I later 
learned that another reason Landon left the job at AutoZone was the almost $12 an hour 
wage offered to him at the garage.  It was apparent that Landon already understood the 
opportunities for advancement, explaining that some dealerships can pay certified 
mechanics as much as $1500 a week depending on how productive they are.  He told me 
that his ultimate goal was to have his own business, which he believes will happen one 
day, as long as he continues to follow the opportunities he earns for himself. 
Site #4: School District Tech Department “John” 
John is a White male student who completed his internship by working with the 
school district’s Technology Department.  John secured this position after successfully 
completing a series of CTE Computer Engineering courses in high school.  He was able 
to officially certify in several areas of computer repair and basic programming, which 
gave him the chance to interview for the job with the school district.  John is also a very 
successful student who plans to attend a four-year university to study computer science. 
Observing John in the workplace turned out to be a bit more complicated than I 
first thought it would be.  As it turned out, John spent very little time working at his own 
high school, instead alternating between a nearby middle school and elementary school.  
He also worked occasionally at the central office for the Technology Department where 
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the main servers and hardware were housed.  The middle school where John worked was 
a 1:1 school, meaning each student was assigned a laptop device, so he spent most of his 
time there servicing those devices.  At the elementary school, he spent some of his time 
helping staff members with their technology needs, which included assisting with 
printers, overhead projectors, smart boards, and teacher laptops.  He did not interact with 
students regularly at that site.  Also, under the supervision of the adult technology staff, 
he occasionally assisted with repairs to the network infrastructure at these schools.   
John is a very friendly and outgoing person, which is somewhat contrary to the 
typical tech-geek introverted stereotype associated with people working in this field.  He 
described himself as a “techie,” and said he spent a lot of his free time playing video 
games or working on his own computers at home.  He also said that he is very active in 
his church and enjoys participating in service projects to help his community.  This also 
exemplifies his outgoing personality and adeptness in interacting with others.   
During my visits with John, I observed him performing solitary work and also 
interacting with what he called his “clients.”  The first time I shadowed John he was 
repairing student laptop machines that had cracked screens and missing or broken 
keyboard keys.  I mostly talked with him about the technical aspects of the work, and was 
impressed to see how quickly he was able to make the repairs and follow the inventory 
process that was established at the school.  During my second visit with John, he was 
interacting with several teachers at the elementary school.  While there, I watched him 
visit a teacher’s classroom during her planning period so he could trouble-shoot her 
printer.  He was very cordial and efficient with his time, and was able to re-install the 
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software needed to make the printer operable again.  The teacher was very pleased and 
complimented him on his skill.  What stood out to me about these visits was his 
confidence, both in the technical ability needed to perform his work tasks, but also in his 
interaction with adults.  His activities required a lot of independence and self-direction, 
and it was apparent he was very successful.  Later on, I had a chance to speak with the 
Director of Technology about John’s work performance, and she said that she was going 
to offer him a job over the summer after his graduation, and that she hoped he would 
continue to consider working for the school district in the future.  She stated further that 
he was so good that she would hire him on as a permanent employee if he were willing.  
The starting salary for this position was $35,000 a year plus benefits.  As it turned out, he 
did not accept the position, but instead decided to pursue his college career. 
Site Visit Summary  
These four on-site visits did not yield much in the way of directly quoted remarks 
from the students or others at the workplace.  In fact, I never expected them to.  Instead, I 
was able to better understand some of their previous commentary by seeing them in 
action first hand.  One behavior that I witnessed with all four students was a sense of 
pride and self-confidence.  Based on my years of experience as a classroom teacher and 
administrator of high schools, students in a school setting generally tend to act 
deferentially or even subserviently toward adults.  Because they are usually surrounded 
by their peers, they often operate in a default mode that is somewhat passive.  In the 
workplace, these four students were instead much more assertive and operated with a 
sense of control and purpose.  This was interesting to consider and it confirmed some of 
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what I learned in my review of the related research about constructivist learning, where 
“active learning and engagement in authentic activities takes place in the social culture of 
practice” (Brown, 2006, p. 11) 
Conclusion 
During my interactions with all of the students in the interviews, focus groups, 
and site visits, they offered candid perspectives on how they felt about the internship 
experiences.  On the whole, the commentaries and perspectives of these individual 
students provided a rich and detailed picture of what this work-based education program 
entails for these students at three high schools in this school district.  Eight themes 
emerged from the data gathered in the interviews, focus groups, and on-site observations 
(see Table 9). 
 
Table 9 
Code Count Totals 
Themes Code Frequency Participant Count 
1. Empowerment 48 15 of 20 
2. Being Productive 33 18 of 20 
3. Real Life or Real World 32 15 of 20 
4. Relationships 46 16 of 20 
5. Future Plans 12 8 of 20 
6. Difficulties and Struggles 48 16 of 20 
7. Gender 4 2 of 20 
8. Race 4 2 of 20 
 
The participants neither unanimously celebrate the experience, nor did the 
majority find fault with the internships.  Instead, their accounts offer a spectrum of ideas 
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and opinions, which may have implications for program design and administration.  
There also exist some considerations related to the specific gender and race/ethnicity of 
the participants, which I will explore in Chapter VI. 
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CHAPTER VI 
 
SUMMARY, ANALYSIS, AND IMPLICATIONS 
 
Introduction 
The purpose of this study was to explore how CTE work-based experiences 
impact secondary students’ attitudes and plans.  Specifically, I sought to understand 
students’ attitudes about, success during, and plans following participation in work-based 
experiences.  Research specific to outcomes and experiences of work-based experiences 
for secondary students is minimal, although the specific characteristics of work-based 
study have been established.  This absence of research is particularly true when searching 
for the nuanced factors regarding work-based experiences that contribute to students’ 
attitudes and experiences in secondary school, and the impact these decisions have on 
successful completion of high school, as well as their plans beyond.   
This chapter highlights the major findings from my study.  I begin with a review 
of my original research questions, and then I provide specific answers to those research 
questions by summarizing the findings I presented in Chapter IV and V.  I also analyze 
my findings by referencing the existing research literature that I originally discussed in 
Chapter II.  Following this discussion, I address the theoretical and practical implications 
of my study’s findings and specify the study’s limitations.  I conclude by offering 
recommendations for future research on policy formation regarding Career and Technical 
Education and Work-Based Experiences. 
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Findings, Summary, and Analysis 
This research study sought answers to the following questions: 
1. How do today’s student work-based experiences and practices relate to the 
historical progression and development of CTE in North Carolina? 
2. How do work-based experiences inform student attitudes about and success in 
high school? 
3. How do work-based experiences affect students’ post-secondary plans? 
4. How are these attitudes informed by the students’ gender and race? 
As I interviewed the expert practitioners and students currently participating in 
the internships, I began to realize answers to these questions.  I was encouraged by the 
quality and quantity of information that I was able to gather, as I believe it helps 
contribute to a deeper understanding of work-based education for secondary students.  
The answers to these four questions, when considered holistically, provide a compelling 
interpretation to consider. 
Connecting History to Current Voices 
The data collected and presented in Chapter 4 shows that the expert practitioners 
perceive a recent decline in the quantity and types of work-based education available to 
our public high school students.  Ruth Huff, retired CTE teacher and now Executive 
Director for NCACTE recounts, “I remember a time when we were running full-blown 
internships and clinical rotations.  We seem to be doing less of that now, and it is a 
shame.”  The NC State Director for CTE, Jo Anne Honeycutt, also expressed similar 
concerns, stating, 
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In the 1980s, there was a report called ‘A Nation at Risk’.  Basically, it planted 
the seeds for a movement that really gained steam into the early 1990s.  It made 
our high school graduation requirements start to look more like admissions 
requirements for colleges and universities.  It also fostered an anti-Voc-Ed 
sentiment, and encouraged this feeling that all kids should go to college.  It de-
emphasized true opportunities for work-based education. 
 
In addition to raising concerns about a reduction of opportunities for work-based 
education, they shared valuable insight into past successes, and the forces that brought 
about policy changes and program practices.  They also universally communicated that 
work-based education is a critical component of secondary education, and advocated for 
its existence in several forms.  Dr. June Atkinson, former State Superintendent, talked 
about this extensively, even providing specific examples of what the future could hold: 
You know, many people would be surprised to know that the training ground for 
developing teamwork is really the fast food industry.  If you think about those 
jobs, which are mostly held by younger people, it’s all about teamwork.  We need 
to think about moving work-based learning to a model where we can rotate 
groups of students into work-based learning programs.  Instead of one student at a 
time, we need to consider a model where cohorts of 10 or so can push into the 
workplace.  It could be a few days a week, for a period of time, with assignments 
and advanced planning—almost like the residency model for doctors.  We also 
have to find a way to get the core teachers to get involved, and get these efforts 
matched up with their curriculum. 
 
These expert practitioners each offered perspectives and rationales for the value 
work-based education can offer individual students, and how it can help shape career 
plans and contribute to positive experiences for students.  When thinking about the 
current voices of today’s students, I see clear congruency to these accounts.  Work-based 
education programs essentially began out of necessity—farming and home-making 
efforts required practical skill development that best occurred by performing actual tasks 
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with experienced individuals.  These were essentially nothing more than informal 
apprenticeships.  As the workforce evolved and the demand for technical skills increased, 
work-based education continued, but took on different structures.  The internships in 
which students participate in this study are one such example.  The accounts from these 
students reveal that they generally appreciate and understand the value of these 
experiences, and also recognize certain aspects that help them grow and develop as 
productive citizens.  Knowing that there is an extensive history of successful work-based 
education models provides confidence that these efforts are worthwhile.  It also provides 
a context for how the programs of today came to be.  The current model of an internship 
integrates well with the current high school structure.  Students experience authentic 
interactions in the workplace without significant disruption to their daily bell schedules.  
It also integrates a reflective practice whereby students must record data and provide 
commentary on their experience, as described by John, a white male student who 
completed his internship as a tech assistant for the school district: 
It [the internship] almost feels like a job.  It’s not like the normal class where you 
show up, take notes, take a quiz on Friday, two weeks from now you’re going to 
have a test.  It doesn’t work like that.  It’s like a job that you learn so much stuff 
in.  Then you do a project at the end just so you can show what you’ve learned 
and what you’ve done.  I don’t really see it as a class.  I see it as a job that the 
school lets me have. 
In addition to adding an intentionally reflective practice to the experience, 
students who participate in CTE internships now also have increased choices in what 
types of work environments they want to explore.  In previous historical models, choices 
were limited to agricultural or homemaking experiences, followed by trade and industry, 
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health services, and then finally office administration.  In today’s internship program, 
there is no limitation to the type of experience a student can choose.  This is reflected in 
the wide variety of placements for the 20 students who participated in this study.  When 
considering the total number of students participating in the program in this district from 
which the sample participants were chosen, more than 90 different businesses, non-
profits, and municipal organizations are represented.  The student participation in such a 
broad spectrum of work-based learning indicates just how diversified the experiences can 
be.  It is also worth mentioning that students who choose specific course pathways of 
study in high school are not compelled to participate in the internship.  While they may 
be guided or counseled by teachers or family members, the decision to complete an 
internship is a voluntary act by the student.  Where and what type of internship a student 
chooses may be limited by other factors, including availability of positions in the 
workplace, and the student’s own skills in successfully acquiring a job.  Another factor 
that may contribute to specific placement in a certain type of internship could be related 
to intrinsic societal biases or prejudices, something that could be addressed in additional 
research.  It is unclear how these variables may impact internship placement. 
The past certainly can inform our future, and the history of work-based education 
provides provided by the expert practitioners offers some valuable clues as to what has 
worked well, and how those elements might be integrated into current models.  The 
students confirm these positive aspects of the experience through their commentary.  
Taken together, there are clear implications for how things can be improved moving 
forward. 
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WBE and Student Attitudes and Success in High School 
 Of the 20 students interviewed, 15 did not report any negative attitudes about the 
internship.  In fact, these same 15 students reported overwhelmingly positive comments 
related to the experience.  This is also evidenced by the codes that emerged from the data.  
Only three of the nine primary codes contained excerpts that reflected negative 
commentary in any form.  Interestingly, this result is aligned with the research conducted 
by Browder (2007), which conducted research that showed that the high school students 
taking CTE courses had a more favorable opinion to how their studies related to careers.  
This is not to say that even these same fifteen students reported an easy, smooth 
experience all of the time.  Many saw it as challenging and sometimes quite difficult, but 
they also viewed it as an opportunity for personal growth and achievement.  Jaden, a 
Black female, illustrated this point well, when she said: 
I know I was really, really worried about doing school and work.  I was like, 
“Okay, I can’t let this affect my grades in my senior year.  I can’t slack now,” but 
it’s gone smoothly.  It hasn’t been that bad.  It is hard sometimes when you have a 
lot of homework and you have to go to work and you’ve got to come home and 
work and you’re tired.  It’s taught me to just push through, “Push through this, 
you can do this, you’re going to get through it, it’s fine.”  It’s actually easier than 
I thought.  I thought it was going to be terrible and I was going to want to cry 
every day, but it’s not.  It’s not that bad at all. 
 Other students who did not necessarily enjoy the work they performed during the 
internship still saw value in the experience.  They understood that it was not necessarily 
an activity or undertaking that should be fun or entertaining, but rather one that helped 
them prepare for their future.  Harmony, a Multi-racial female, simply stated, “It’s 
important for me to be able to see the atmosphere of having a real job, and getting credit 
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for it.”  These findings are consistent with the findings related to CTE and student 
outcomes.  Several studies (Plank et al., 2008) indicated a positive correlation between 
CTE activities and preparation for the workforce. 
 Some participants in this study commented on how the experience helped them 
finish high school with a purpose.  Jackie, a Black female spoke of her troubles with 
navigating her coursework in order to graduate.  Participating in the internship turned out 
to be a helpful ‘push’ to see her through, as she explained,  
All my teachers and my counselors kept telling me, I could have been graduated.  
I could have graduated last year.  I was like, no, I didn’t want to.  This year with 
the internship, I was like, maybe I can.  I’m a senior.  I only need one class, that’s 
English 4.   
This type of statement is consistent with existing research.  For instance, Kulik 
(1994) examined many studies of student participation in CTE programs and how it 
contributed positively to students finishing high school.  It seems that the characteristics 
many students reported about the CTE internship, such as empowerment, real-world 
learning, relationships and productivity, all contributed to these students’ decisions about 
high school.  The experience itself does not make completing high school less 
challenging or less rigorous, but it instead contributes to a purpose and meaning behind 
all of the efforts required.  Jesus, a Hispanic male, summed this up nicely when he said,  
You’re getting work experience for the life that you have ahead of you after high 
school.  You get more people skills than you would get in high school because in 
high school you’re just going to talk to friends that you know, not everybody in 
the whole school.  Then at work you get training, you get work training.  
Something you need in life.  
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WBE and Students’ Postsecondary Plans 
 The topic of future plans or aspirations did come up frequently in the interviews 
with the participants.  Eleven of the twenty students referenced goals or intentions they 
had following their high school experience.  In some cases, the internship they chose was 
related to a career interest.  John, a White male who worked at the school districts’ IT 
department, aspired to study a related field at a four-year university.  Landon, a White 
male who worked at an auto parts chain store, had clear goals to attend a trade school to 
become a certified mechanic.  Samantha, a White female who worked at a community 
wellness center as an afterschool counselor, was considering becoming a teacher.  The 
parallels are not accidental as in each case a school counselor or CTE teacher helped 
advise the student on their choices and also assisted with the application process for 
employment. 
 Not every student found their dream job connected to his or her career interests.  
Some students readily admitted not knowing what they wanted to do.  Maria, a Hispanic 
female claimed her uncertainty when she stated, “It’s not like I’m scared.  It’s more like, 
‘What am I going to do after graduation?’  Others expressed similar wariness and doubt, 
but in a few cases, the internship experience helped them rule out future options and 
focus in on what they might be interested in doing as a career.  Consider the comments 
from Jaden, a Black female,  
I know it makes me want to go to college, because I don’t want to do this, I don’t 
want to work at Sky Zone for the rest of my life.  I know that’s really encouraged 
me, like, “Okay, you really need to go to college because if you don’t, this is 
where you’re going to be,” that’s not where I want to stay, so that definitely . . . I 
like to be around people a lot, like to socialize and stuff, so definitely want to do 
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something with people which I already knew that, but this job proved that.  I was 
like, okay, I really like the parties, I like being around the parents and the kids and 
all that. 
In this case, she expressed a desire to do more than work in an entry level service 
position, yet her experiences at this minimum wage position exposed her to something 
about the job which she did appreciate and connect with.  This indicates that participating 
in a CTE internship can not only allow students to explore careers they are interested in, 
but also learn about what activities don’t appeal to them. 
Race, Ethnicity, and Gender 
Oakes (1985) argued that Voc-Ed courses served as a form of tracking which 
steered minority and low-income students towards low-wage, low-skill post-secondary 
plans.  In her later work, Oakes (2008) acknowledged how changes in CTE curricula and 
programs have changed the dynamics, but still offered cautionary commentary.  For the 
students in this study, the topics of race and gender were discussed during the interviews 
and focus groups.  However, only four students provided responses or explanations about 
their feelings on this topic.  Two students reported issues related to gender, and both of 
these students were female.  Only two of the twenty had any comments about race, and 
one of those was a White student complaining about being accused of racism by 
customers in her workplace.  None of the other 18 students reported that race/ethnicity 
was of any concern to them as it related to the internship experience.  These limited 
findings do not discount assertions made by Oakes and others that participation in this 
type of educational program may have inadvertent or disproportionate effects on students 
of color.   
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However, related to the issue of internship participation, there is one aspect of my 
research that continues to be difficult to completely reconcile.  As discussed in Chapter 5, 
there were more individual student participants in internships in fast food restaurants who 
were Black or Hispanic.  Also, these same students reported issues with race, ethnicity or 
gender at a disproportionately higher rate compared to the students who worked in a 
‘career’ internship.  This occurrence raises questions about social justice and opportunity 
for minority students and the internship program.  This data could be perceived as yet 
more evidence that minorities continue to be tracked by Career and Technical Education 
programs, bolstering Oakes (1985, 2008) arguments of inequality and discrimination.  
However, I instead consider the fact that all students who participate in CTE Internships 
are better off for having done so when compared to students who do not participate at all.  
Quite simply, there is value in participating in an internship at a fast food restaurant.  As 
previously mentioned, the negative aspects associated with such a job only really apply to 
those for whom it becomes a permanent station in life.  High school students who take 
their first job in a fast food restaurant can benefit in many ways.  They develop 
interpersonal skills, build self-confidence, learn to be responsible, and earn money.  Also, 
through interactions with their co-workers, they can see the difficulties associated with 
working long-term in that position and perhaps be inspired to achieve greater things in 
life, as was mentioned by two students in this study.  Furthermore, it important to 
mention that none of the five minority students in this study who worked in a fast food 
restaurant felt that they themselves were limited in their own career plans.  In fact, the 
opposite was true for most all of them (see Table 10). 
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Table 10 
General Commentary from Minority Students Working Fast Food Internships 
Name General Commentary About the Internship Experience 
Jamal 
 
I like the idea [of the internship] I think it’s something new and it will 
work out and it could progress into something.  I think it could grow 
Jackie 
 
It [internship] was fun.  It was just some days.  I never had a problem 
with my work and school.  I always had that down pat. 
Maria 
 
 
 
Well, in my opinion, I think the working environment is actually really 
good for students because that way, they learn how our parents actually 
work for our money, and then that it’s not that easy and they also learn a 
lot from work.  
Cheyenne 
 
 
You don’t realize certain things about your job until you sit down and 
think about it. [the internship] also helps further you in life.  I think it’s 
important. 
Harmony 
 
It’s important for me to be able to see the atmosphere of having a real job, 
and getting credit for it. 
 
So, for the participants in this study, I neither find there to be any significant 
concerns or limitations related to their race, ethnicity or gender, nor related to the 
industry in which the internship occurs.  Based on this small study, it is difficult to make 
any assertions that recent changes in CTE programs have ameliorated outcomes for 
minority or disadvantaged high school students.  As described by the expert practitioners 
interviewed for this research, this is neither a new phenomenon, nor will it likely be 
resolved easily.  It still may be true that there are serious programmatic deficiencies that 
cause problems related to social justice and equitable opportunity for all students in CTE 
and work-based learning.  Additional research is needed to answer these questions. 
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Parallels to these same tensions and arguments can be made as far back as the 
intellectual debate between Booker T. Washington and W. E. B. Du Bois.  These two 
influential figures in the first few decades of the 20th century of American history 
debated similar issues related to social justice and educational models.  Speaking in the 
early 20th century, Washington expressed a view of Black advancement that saw value in 
educating the masses in skilled trades, which could elevate the lives of ordinary citizens: 
Our greatest danger is that in the leap from slavery to freedom we may overlook 
the fact that the masses of us are to live by the production of our own hands, and 
fail to keep in mind that we shall prosper in proportion as we learn to dignify and 
glorify common labor, and put brains and skill into common occupations of life; 
shall prosper in proportion as we learn to draw the line between the superficial 
and the substantial, the ornamental gewgaws of life and the useful.  No race can 
prosper till [sic] it learns that there is as much dignity in tilling a field as in 
writing a poem.  It is at the bottom of life that we must begin and not at the top.  
(as cited in Moody, 1980, p. 32) 
Du Bois was critical of these views, and believed that this path would only lead to 
perpetuating racism and inequality.  He instead focused on the intellectual advancement 
of African Americans, which would help them be more competitive at professional and 
highly advanced careers.  He argued that the “talented tenth,” or intellectually elite 
portion of the Black population, if well educated, could rise above and challenge the 
oppressive White elite class and bring about social justice (Gordon, 2014).  While this 
debate still remains unresolved, it is true that people of color are still underachieving in 
schools and under-earning in the workforce compared to their White counterparts.  In 
response, is it better to narrowly interpret Washington’s ideas and create career and 
technical pathways for all students that track them into specific roles in our society?  Or 
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do we instead focus on promoting the academic and intellectual skills to give every 
student the opportunity for a balanced liberal arts education?  Perhaps it is better to 
consider not which of these educational paths we follow, but rather what parts of each are 
considered best in our youth for equitable opportunities in life.  Certainly, there is room 
to include opportunities for students to participate in CTE studies and work-based 
education activities without sacrificing core academic pursuits, for each of these is made 
stronger with the other as a complementary endeavor. 
Revisiting the Conceptual Framework 
In Chapter II, I presented a conceptual framework to help guide the work for my 
research.  I created a diagram to help visualize the different components, including 
specific inputs and outputs related to student participating in work-based learning (see 
Figure 5).  Because of the variability involved in these experiences, I needed to identify 
some commonalities that I could focus on in this study.  My previous research of the 
topic led me to understand the importance of establishing some core components of the 
experience (Rojewski, 2002).  Some of the specific inputs and outputs were also 
informed by other research in this field, as noted by the themes identified in Chapter II. 
As it turns out, the basic inputs and outputs of the conceptual framework were 
appropriately identified.  The research questions that I created were successful in 
gathering data about student self-perceptions, aspirations, and attitudes related to high 
school, future plans and the internship experience.  They also established a way to 
explore aspects of the students’ identities related to gender, race, ethnicity and prior 
experiences.  Additionally, these same topics were explored in the interviews with the 
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expert practitioners.  Once all the data were collected, I was able to rely on the some of 
these same elements for the coding system. 
 
 
Figure 5. Conceptual Framework Revisited. 
 
Consider for example Tyler, a white female who completed her internship at a fast 
food restaurant.  She ranks in the top five of her class at her high school, is an active 
member of the national junior honor society, participates in multiple clubs and athletic 
teams, and pursues hobbies during her free time.  She is a very driven, industrious person, 
and very self-aware, describing herself in this way: 
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High school has always been a great thing for me, because I’ve always been the 
top of my class, always.  I’ve taken great pride in school.  Nothing in my life 
comes before school, because I want to go on and get my doctorates degree, so I 
know I need to work really, really hard.  It’s just throughout high school, I worked 
the best to be the best that I can be.  That’s just how it’s always been, just work, 
work, work. 24/7, until 3:00 in the morning. 
Basically, Tyler does a very nice job describing the inputs of the conceptual 
model, describing the elements listed in the diagram’s green arrows, which she carries 
into her internship experience.  The outputs for Tyler were revealed through the interview 
process, where she discusses the influence of the experience and how it allowed her to 
develop new skills.  She describes one particular instance in this excerpt: 
We had new people coming in constantly, because they hire so many new people.  
There’s always six or seven, when I come in every week, I’m like, “Where’d you 
guys come from?” I always have to teach them, “This is how you clean this,” or, 
“This is how you’re supposed to do this,” or, “Maybe you need to be a little bit 
nicer with the customer.  Try saying this instead.”  I’m always doing that, and I’m 
always preparing things, like at nighttime, I’m shutting things down and I’m 
teaching people how to do that.  It’s just taught me how to teach people and be a 
leader the way I need to be when I need to teach, to be able to stand up and say 
what I think is right, and stand up to teach these people what they need to be able 
to do. 
The data from the student participants in this study can be examined through this 
framework, as it provides consistent and comparable analysis that can then inform the 
program itself.  
Future research in this area could consider adaptations to this conceptual 
framework.  At the core of the diagram there could be clarification as to the types and 
durations of work-based learning.  These are variables that I did not explore in my 
research, as I only focused on the specific model of CTE internships.  Another alternative 
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model could also include changing the inputs and outputs of the model, including 
information about how participation and job placement occur, specifically as it relates to 
gender, race, and ethnicity.  There are many ways in which this same framework could be 
adjusted to help shape future research in this area. 
Implications 
The findings from this study indicate several important structures that need to be 
considered when placing students in this program:  
1. Student participation must be voluntary.  The CTE Internship should remain 
an elective offering to students and not tied to any requirements for the 
completion of high school.  It should also not be used as a requirement to 
incentivize or exclude participation in any academic tracks or pathways of 
studies.  
2. Faculty advisors should carefully consider appropriate student placement, and 
regularly monitor students while they participate in the program.  Faculty 
members should be particularly aware of students’ vulnerabilities related to 
race and gender in the work-place setting.  
3. Program administrators should carefully monitor all aspects of the program, 
specifically the supervisory roles of faulty and work placement, in order to 
maintain program integrity and to promote positive outcomes. 
Below, I discuss each of these implications in greater detail. 
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Student Participation 
 The State of North Carolina currently does not have a requirement for the 
mandatory participation of work-based education while in high school.  There are neither 
general statutes nor State Board of Education policies that require such participation by 
regular education students.  In 2011, the North Carolina State Board of Education 
implemented policy to promote graduation projects.  At this same time, there was 
discussion to require a statewide graduation project, which included work-based 
education models as a possibility to satisfy that requirement.  However, this requirement 
was never established and is now a local option for school districts (NCDPI, 2015). 
There is a separate work-based learning requirement for a specific population of 
public school students.  According to the North Carolina Department of Public 
Instruction, secondary students who are classified through their Individualized 
Educational Plan (IEP) as being a part of the Occupational Course of Study are required 
to complete “300 hours of school-based training, 240 hours of community-based training, 
and 360 hours of paid employment” (Public Schools of North Carolina, n.d., p. 3).  
However, these students neither graduate with a standard diploma, nor are they able to 
matriculate into mainstream college or university degree programs with this 
classification. 
Currently, there exists no state statutory or State Board policies that require all 
students to participate in work-based learning experiences.  This experience should 
remain as an elective option for students.  Students who self-select to participate in an 
internship are already demonstrating readiness to participate in a program that requires 
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considerable self-direction and self-motivation.  As evidenced by the comments of the 
participants, the internship can be a demanding activity that places additional demands on 
a student’s schedule and workload.  There can be considerable benefits and rewards for 
those who manage it well, however it should not be considered as a mandatory 
component of the high school experience.  If this were the case, there are many students 
who would not be prepared to take on the added responsibility and challenges it presents.  
Additionally, any mandatory participation would present significant logistical problems.  
Currently, students must provide their own transportation to participate in the internship 
program.  Also, the availability of internship positions in the workplace is not a fixed 
constant.  Each position is sought out on an individual basis; an internship would not 
necessarily exist for every high school student. 
Maintaining the program as an option for those students who are willing and able 
to participate is the most sustainable and effective model.  However, as referenced by 
some of the participants, the school district could improve communication and marketing 
of the program in order to make everyone who is interested aware that is in in fact a 
viable option. 
Monitoring of Students 
Students enrolled in regular courses in the high school setting are monitored and 
supervised in a systematic and structured way.  The typical student code of conduct for a 
public high school restricts the movement and activity of students to environments that 
are constantly supervised and monitored by adults.  Students who are enrolled in a CTE 
Internship program usually encounter a much greater degree of personal freedom.  
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Although a few participating students do engage in their internship at a school site, 
students typically leave the school environment in order to perform their job duties.  
Many students drive themselves or carpool with other students when traveling to and 
from their work site.  Once arriving at their job site, they are each entrusted to a site 
supervisor as specified in their formal internship agreement, however they may not 
necessarily be in the presence of that supervisor at all times.  For example, Angela, a 
study participant, works at a local community-based organization and supervises young 
children herself, yet she seldom sees her supervisor except at the beginning and ending of 
her shift, with the occasional interval in between.  These students are expected to not only 
have more personal freedom, but also take on more personal responsibility.   
Jamal, who leaves school each day after his third period class to go to his 
internship, expressed one benefit he saw in the internship arrangement:  
Having more flexibility in your schedule and basically being able to have freedom 
and leave when you choose.  Being able to schedule your own work and not have 
to sit in a class and have someone give you deadlines, stuff like that. 
Landon, another student, leaves school about the same time as Jamal, described 
how the change in his daily schedule made him feel about things:  
The internship, well, it gives you more freedom.  You can go out, and you can 
work, but you got to have the mentality and the things that do right when you get 
that freedom.  During the class, you got a teacher standing right there over your 
shoulder.  Internship, you don’t.  You get to go out, and you get to actual have fun 
while you work. 
Consequently, while the students reported positive sentiments about having the 
freedom of movement and autonomy not usually allowed in a traditional high school day, 
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such freedom does present a challenge for educators.  Maintaining the safety and well-
being of adolescents is a critical task which requires focus and sustained effort. 
There are also issues related to increases in the responsibility for these students.  
Mistakes made in the workplace can have consequences much more serious than a poor 
mark on a test or quiz.  Angela, who works at the community-based organization, is 
responsible for supervising young children in the afterschool program.  She described one 
instance where a child was hurt as well as the challenge that entailed in making sure there 
was no serious injury and her relief that the parents were satisfied with their child’s care.  
For students working for businesses that provide services, it is not unusual for them to 
handle and be responsible for hundreds of dollars during a typical work session.  They 
may also be responsible for preparing or serving food that must meet specific safety 
guidelines and protocols.  Consequences for errors in handling money can be grounds for 
immediate dismissal.  Improper procedures in preparing or handling food can have even 
more serious ramifications.   
So, while these students typically celebrate the newfound freedom and autonomy 
found in an internship, there are potential concerns that can arise when there is a lapse of 
supervision or oversight.  In the interviews, some students expressed how sometimes 
their interactions with customers, patrons or coworkers at their work-sites can bring 
conflict, frustration and significant stress.  Jackie, who works at a fast food restaurant, 
described how the stress can be overwhelming at times, and how she copes with things: 
I think it’s a lot.  It just depends on the person, how much they can take.  If you’re 
not that strong minded, then it’s going to be hard.  You know how you have days 
where customers just be rude, and you just can’t take it.  You have to learn to 
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leave your problems at home.  When you come in to work, you’ve got to be a . . .  
You’ve got to empty your mind.  Some people can’t do that. 
The most typical negative interaction seemed to occur with dissatisfied customers 
or adults who demonstrated disrespect and anger toward the student interns.  Jobs in the 
service sector increase the likelihood of encounters with disgruntled or irate customers, 
simply because there is frequent interaction with so many on an ongoing basis.  One 
intern, named Vonya, who I observed at her fast food restaurant, stated that it was not 
uncommon for her to take orders from a customer every three to five minutes, which 
during a six-hour shift could mean interaction with over one hundred individuals. “On a 
busy evening I might take an order every two to three minutes.  It gets crazy fast and 
people get impatient and upset a lot.”  
As previously mentioned, on few occasions the issues of race have arisen in these 
interactions with customers.  There is a difference in the way these students cope with 
conflict caused by issues of customer dissatisfaction and accusations of racism or 
discrimination.  Tyler went on to say, “If I mess up an order then I will own that.  I mean, 
that’s on me.  But I don’t want no haters yelling at me because I’m White or whatever.  
They don’t even know me.”  
Prior to being enrolled in a CTE internship, it would be advisable to advise and 
counsel students about the expectations for the experiences in which they will engage.  
Administrators need to be more sensitive and cognizant to this issue, perhaps with some 
pre-training or protocols to use when problems arise.  Specific triggers or mechanisms 
should be put in place to identify issues, provide support, and monitor progress.  The 
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freedom given to students does not absolve the school’s responsibility to carefully 
monitor the safety and well-being of the students any less than if they were still in the 
school building. 
Program Administration 
Program administrators should carefully monitor all aspects of the program, 
specifically the supervisory roles of faculty and work placement, in order to maintain 
program integrity and to promote positive outcomes.  Because of the nature of the 
internship, it is difficult for school personnel to effectively administer the program.  By 
definition, the student activity takes place away from the school building, and away from 
school personnel.  A certain degree of trust occurs in assuming that the student will fulfill 
the responsibilities associated with the internship. 
In order to help administer the program properly, it is important that a clear 
process and set of procedures are developed.  In this district, there were three separate 
sets of documents and processes that needed to be followed: 1) student and parent forms; 
2) internship coordinator (school personnel) forms; and, 3) work supervisor or work site 
forms. 
All three sets of documents were to be completed at different stages of the 
experience.  The first step in a successful internship is to match an interested student with 
an employer.  The school district should create a standard cover letter clearly explaining 
the expectations of the program.  Attached with this letter are the guidelines of the 
internship including the minimum time requirements of the student (e.g., 135 hours).  
Also included in the packet are a mid-term and final evaluation review forms.  These 
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documents list the criteria for success in a general rubric form, and an area for the work 
supervisor to provide written remarks about job performance. 
At the same time, parents and students are also made aware of all of the standards 
that they need to address in order to be successful with the internship.  Students are given 
a cover letter explaining the purpose of the internship, along with a packet of additional 
information.  This includes a student contract, signed by both the student and parent, 
liability release and travel permission, statement of confidentiality, timesheets, and the 
rubrics for grading.  Additionally, for those students seeking honors weight, there are 
templates for the portfolio and presentation guidelines. 
The third component of administering this program is the faculty coordinator.  
This school-based person creates a weekly check-in schedule to speak with students 
while they are on campus.  The purpose of this brief visit is to ensure regular 
communication in case any issues or problems arise.  Additionally, each faculty advisor 
should schedule at least two site visits during the semester.  One of these is usually 
announced, and the other unannounced.  This helps corroborate work schedules and 
allows the faculty advisor to see the student in their work environment.  It also allows for 
an opportunity for the faculty advisor to meet with the workplace supervisor to discuss 
any issues related to job performance.  While I did not observe any issues related to this, 
it should be considered as a potential issue with some students who may not be successful 
in the internship.  Documents and forms which help support this monitoring process are 
included in Appendix D to help support practitioners who consider implementing these 
activities. 
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 Failing to monitor and administer the internship program or any work-based 
learning can result in negative outcomes.  Student safety and issues of liability are 
significant, especially for preventable instances of negligence or misconduct.  School 
districts must secure proper insurance coverage that matches the risk associated with 
these programs.  Also, care must be taken to adhere to any Department of Labor 
regulations.  There are some new restrictions on how these are conducted, as well as 
certain types of work for students of certain ages that must be followed (Loretto, 2016). 
 Aside from the serious issues related to safety and legal matters, failure to 
properly administer an internship could result in unethical educational practices.  In this 
study, I encountered one student who claimed that she knew of an instance where the 
internship was not properly administered.  Cheyenne reported that some students didn’t 
think the internship was a credible experience.  “They just think that this is a class where 
I either have a freebie or I can just get more money that way.  It’s not really the case for 
me.”  Cheyenne went on to explain that while her experience was legitimate, she didn’t 
think that this was always the case.  When pressed further, she explained, “It’s nothing.  I 
know a couple [of internship students] that don’t really have a job.  Really, it’s just a free 
period and they still get credit for it.” 
 Clearly concerned about this potentially serious issue, I asked her if she knew of 
any names, but she could not remember.  I followed up by reporting this concern to the 
site faculty advisor who said she would investigate.  She later reported back that every 
student participating had verified employment through the signed forms and site visits.  
However, it clearly demonstrated how a student could take advantage of the situation if 
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the program was not being closely monitored.  This was also an instance where I was 
reminded of my subjectivity and positionality with this study.  It had not been my intent 
to use information gathered in this study to conduct quality control measures with the 
program for which I was ultimately responsible. 
Directions for Future Research 
 Future research in the area of work-based education should be expanded.  In my 
review of the related research, there were very few studies that focused specifically on 
this topic, or that addressed the research questions that I posed.  As secondary education 
continues to evolve, it is likely that we will see more innovative programs and practices 
that blur the lines between high school, post-secondary education and the workplace.  
Criticism abounds with the current high school model that remains fundamentally 
unchanged in the past forty years.  If new, visionary practices are to brought to bear to the 
high school model, practitioners will need additional research to help guide their 
decision-making, and policy makers will need data to support the allocation of resources. 
 Additional research should also examine how CTE and work-based education are 
intertwined with ethnicity and gender.  Oakes (1985, 2008) makes strong arguments for 
how inequitable practices can become embedded in our educational programs.  Similarly, 
my small, localized study itself raises questions about how and why students self-select to 
participate in work-based learning activities.  For instance, why do Black females in this 
study choose to work in the fast food industry for their internships at a higher rate than 
their White peers?  Are they guided there by the unscripted and informal expectations of 
the adults that surround them?  Why do predominantly White males in this study steer 
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themselves toward the career-oriented internships at a higher rate than their minority 
peers?  These unanswered questions related to race and gender should be examined in 
different contexts and at different scales by other researchers.   
Significance of the Study 
Conclusions and implications from this study will contribute to the body of 
knowledge for CTE and work-based learning at the secondary level.  It may serve to 
inform teachers, guidance counselors, district leaders and policy-makers about how we 
may best prepare our students for careers, and assist them with creating plans for their 
futures.  Because this study relies entirely on students and expert practitioners for 
information, it provides a unique perspective on the impact this type of education can 
have.  While there are many aspects that determine any program’s measure of efficacy, 
the feelings, perceptions and understandings of the beneficiaries involved are critically 
important.  How students perceive the educational activities in which they participate has 
a bearing on their outcomes, and is therefore worthy of consideration by anyone with a 
vested interest in the education of our children.   
I believe this study can have a positive contribution to this area of research.  First, 
given that this is a relatively under-researched topic, (cite) it contributes by helping fill a 
void.  Second, it also opens the door to questions which could be explored in other 
research projects.  These could include the partially unresolved issues of gender, 
ethnicity, and race.  Do CTE programs like these internships still contribute to socially 
unjust practices in our schools, or do they provide opportunities for all students that 
would not otherwise exist?  Lastly, what types of other work-based educational models 
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could be examined?  Are there models to explore with younger students in middle 
school?  Or perhaps a more extended and targeted apprenticeship model, which bridges 
toward permanent employment?  All pertinent questions when considering how this study 
fits among those discussed in Chapter 2. 
Conclusion 
Public education is currently facing considerable pressure to provide more 
successful outcomes for our students.  Criticisms abound for the ways that current 
programs are structured, and alternative models are being promoted in the form of charter 
schools and voucher programs for private schools.  This indicates that public schools 
would do well to consider reforming and restructuring programs so they are more 
successful in preparing students for careers and postsecondary education.  Workforce 
development begins with K-12 education, and the expert practitioners interviewed in this 
study provided a broad overview of how CTE and work-based education has succeeded 
in these efforts.  Additionally, the current students in this study who participate in CTE 
internships generally also perceived the experiences to add value and improve their 
preparation for the future.  Incorporating programs such as the CTE internship into 
secondary education models could be a way to improve outcomes for students. 
That being said, no single effort or program will serve every student nor fully 
prepare them for life beyond high school.  It is also true that specific populations of 
students might be more vulnerable and require additional support and consideration.  As 
discussed throughout this study, CTE programs in the past have been specifically 
criticized for contributing to tracking minority students into lower-skill, lower wage 
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career pathways.  The purpose of this research is neither to test this assertion, nor do I 
attempt to diminish the arguments posed by Oakes and others.  Instead, I would simply 
present the findings of this study as demonstrating benefit to those whom participated in 
the CTE internships.  Quite simply, these students appear to be better off for having 
participated, and alternatively would have been at a disadvantage for not ever having the 
chance to do so. 
It is my hope that we can continue to redesign public education models at the 
secondary level by adding increased opportunities for students to learn outside of the 
classroom, drawing on the experiences and expertise of those in various sectors of the 
workforce.  I believe that students need more opportunity to apply the academic 
knowledge acquired in the classroom in authentic workplace settings.  Educators need to 
investigate ways to determine how student aptitudes, interests and talents can be directed 
to specific work-related activities.  Introducing high school students to different fields of 
work in this way not only allows them to consider and develop future plans, but it also 
builds soft skills and allows them to mature professionally for the workforce.  Former 
State Superintendent, Dr. June Atkinson, summed it up perfectly when she stated, “Work 
is a great experience for our students, but connecting school to work is a life-changing 
experience.” 
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APPENDIX A 
 
SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW PROTOCOL 
 
 
Semi-Structured Interview Protocol 
 
1. Tell me about your experiences in high school. 
2. What types of classes or experiences have made a difference in the way you think 
about your future plans? 
3. Why did you choose to take CTE courses? 
4. What did you think about the CTE internships [work-based experience] you 
participated (are participating) in? 
5. How was(is) the CTE internship different compared to your other classes?  What 
was better or worse about the two experiences? 
6. How did you find out about the internship opportunity? 
7. What do your classmates think about the internship? 
8. Tell me about any conversations you have had with adults about participating in 
the internship?  Parents/family?  Coworkers?  Teachers? 
9. What kind of benefits do you see in participating in the internship? 
10. Describe any drawbacks or regrets in participating in the internship? 
11. How has this internship influenced your future plans after high school? 
12. How do you think your gender affects the choices or opportunities you have with 
this internship? 
13. How do you think your ethnicity affects the choices or opportunities you have with 
about this internship? 
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14. Is there anything else you would like to tell me about your high school 
experiences or in participating in the internship? 
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APPENDIX B 
 
FOCUS GROUP OUTLINE 
 
 
Focus Group Outline 
1.  Introduction: 
Welcome, set the group at ease, introduce myself, and explain the following: 
It’s great to see everyone again.  Thanks so much for taking the time to come back and 
speak with me again about the internship program. 
Who we are and what we’re trying to do:  
I have met with everyone here already individually.  I have decided to bring us together 
in a small group setting to explore some more ideas that you have about the student 
internship program. 
What will be done with this information:  
Just like with the individual meeting, I will record our conversation today so I can go 
back and listen to it later.  This way, I won’t forget anything that was said.  Remember 
that everything we say in here is confidential, and I won’t share any information with 
anyone using your real name.  Everything will be anonymous. 
2. Explanation of the process 
So basically we are just going to have a conversation.  I might make some comments, or 
ask some question to help get the discussion going forward.  Anyone can feel free to 
speak up at any time.  There are no right or wrong things to say, or things we have to 
agree on.  I just want to know what your true ideas and opinions are. 
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3.  Logistics 
So the meeting today will only last about 45 minutes to an hour long.  Feel free to move 
around or go to the bathroom.  I’ve brought some water and some snacks if you want 
some, so help yourself. 
4. Ground Rules  
I do think we should have some ground rules.  Can you think of some that are important 
for our group?   
After they brainstorm some, I will make sure the following are also on the list. 
● Everyone should participate. 
● Information provided in the focus group will be kept confidential 
● Stay with the group and please don’t have side conversations 
● Turn off (put away) cell phones 
● Have fun! 
5. Turn on Tape Recorder 
6. Ask the group if there are any questions before we get started, and address those 
questions. 
7. Introductions 
Okay, so we are going around table and take turns introducing ourselves.  Tell everyone 
your name and something about themselves.  I will go first. 
8.   Questions: 
● Great.  Let’s start the discussion by talking about the internship program. 
● What are some things that someone can tell me about their experience? 
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● What are some of the positive things about the experience? 
● What are some of the negative things about the experience? 
● How has the experience changed the way you think about your future, or 
maybe any of your future plans? 
Additional Probes for Discussion:  
● Have any of you had any interesting conversations or built relationships with 
any adults outside of school during this internship?  Tell us about them. 
● What about your parents or family members?  How do they feel about this? 
● What about your friends at school?  What do they think? 
● Has anyone thought about the way your gender affects your internship? 
● What about race?  Has anyone thought about how that might come into play 
with all of this?  How do you think it has it made a difference in what you 
have done with this program? 
Conclusion: 
So, that concludes our focus group.  Thank you so much for coming and sharing your 
thoughts and opinions with us. If you have additional information or think of anything 
that you did not get to say in the focus group, please feel free to reach out to me and let 
me know. 
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APPENDIX C 
 
HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT WORKPLACE OBSERVATIONAL PROTOCOL 
 
 
Participant: 
 
Date/Time: 
 
Workplace Location: 
 
General Setting: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Notes/Comments: 
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APPENDIX D 
 
INTERNSHIP MONITORING AND REGISTRATION FORMS 
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APPENDIX E 
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